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It is our honour and privilege to respectfully and humbly thank the Musqueam
Peoples for allowing us to live and study on their beautiful unceded territory. We will
be forever grateful to have had the opportunity to hear their stories and the timeless
teachings embedded within them. The memories and gifts shared will remain a part
of who we are, wherever we are. In acknowledgement, we raise our hands up for the
depth of their teachings.
We would also like to extend our deepest heartfelt sincerity and gratitude to the
beautiful people of Stellat’en First Nation. Not only have you made us believers in
what we aspire to become as both people and Indigenous community planners, you
gave us confidence in realizing what can happen when the heart is engaged, and for
this teaching we are forever grateful.
We are thankful to the University of British Columbia School of Community and
Regional Planning, specifically the Indigenous Community Planning program, and
would like to acknowledge the faculty which made our academic experience possible.
They provided a space that allowed us to grow in their light. Thank you, Leonie,
Leona, Jessie, and Maggie for sharing your time, nourishing us with knowledge,
hearing us out, and most importantly, pushing us to always strive to be the
highest versions of ourselves!
We are also extremely honoured to have had Shauna as our supervisor. Her ability to
assist, guide, and offer suggestions along the way with a calm and caring demeanour
was truly a blessing in disguise. We will never forget it.
Last but not least, we would like to express a big thank you to Adam Patrick. Without
Adam's guidance and support in connecting us to key people in the community to
help us with access to community buildings, catering and communications, it would
have been a challenge to carry out the multitude of engagement sessions we did this
past year. You truly are a ‘base’ man! Geraldine, Reg, Candice, Michelle, Dennis, and
Gordie to name a few, thank you for sharing your time with us! We’ll never forget
you!
In closing, it is important to acknowledge at this time that it really took the support
and guidance of a community of people from all walks of life to make this a safe and
successful journey. To our families, friends, peers, cohort, and Stellat’en community
members, we thank you all for your unwavering demonstration of confidence in our
abilities and skills as up and coming planners. Our salutation to you all will perpetuate
and be paid forever forward in our work in the service to others. For this opportunity,
we extend our deepest gratitude l to everyone who came together to make this
journey possible. Thank you.
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Executive Summary
We begin this report by stating who we are, where we are from, and what skill sets we possess upon
enrolment into the School of Community and Regional Planning (SCARP hereafter)- Indigenous Community
Planning (ICP Hereafter) program at the University of British Columbia (UBC). Foundational to the SCARPICP curriculum are the introduction to Western planning theories, Comprehensive Community Planning
(CCP hereafter), decolonizing methodologies, and facilitation methods. Perhaps the most vital building
block in guiding our work with Stellat’en were the principles of ownership, control, access, and possession
(OCAP hereafter). Sharing these ethically grounded OCAP principles with members assured them every
step in our practice with and for their community would be done in a caring and responsible manner, and
that all data and information gathered would remain the exclusive property of Stellat’en First Nation.
As part of a working agreement between SCARP-ICP and Stellat’en FN, the initial CCP work began a year
prior to our arrival in Stellat’en by two former ICP students. Their efforts supported ours by providing an
introductory foundation to familiarize us to the community, as well as suggestions to consider in our work
with Stellat’en. We entered into the second year of a three-year CCP process. Accompanied by our
practicum supervisor during our first community visit, we were met and greeted into Stellat’en First Nation
by our host contact. He gave us a tour of the community and connected us to members and departments
already involved in the CCP process. Among the amazing people we were introduced to were cultural
advisors, chief and council, the CCP advisory committee, and departmental staff.
We began our relationships with members of the greater community with door-to-door visits, attending
community meetings, hosting multiple gatherings, meetings and engagements. The different groups we
met with included all five clans, Staff, Youth, Elders, CCP Advisory Committee, and members living offreserve in Prince George and Vancouver. We used facilitation methods such as guided visualizations,
dotmocracy, poster making, charting, crafting, and games to achieve the following deliverables; A
community vision statement; A creative piece to gift to the community; A draft CCP; A Community Skills
Inventory; And a Clan Membership Directory. Integral elements of all gatherings were feeding our guests,
carefully listening to their input, gifting them with door prizes, and sincerely thanking them for sharing their
time and voices with us. We also supported the initial planning process for the Binta Lake Cultural Camp;
a project that aims to accomplish many community objectives.
Because our 3-4-day visitations to the community were once a month, A CCP coordinator was hired to
assist in carrying forward the CCP work in our absence, based on recommendations received during
engagements in Stellaquo. This included setting up dialogue with Fraser Lake schools to establish an antibullying campaign for the wellbeing of Stellat’en students, as well as organizing community visits to Elders
to ensure they are informed and have a voice in the CCP.
Overall, we had an unforgettable experience working directly with members of the Stellat’en community,
and in saying so, we hope our work has respectfully represented everyone who participated in this process.
Unfortunately, unforeseen circumstances brought on by COVID-19 made us all face the unnatural
compromise in how we gather together. However, even within our isolated spaces, we embrace the many
positive recollections Stellat’en has gifted us with- and for this, we are forever thankful. Moving forward,
we also hope our work with Stellat’en will support next year’s students in realizing all goals set forth in
Stellat’en First Nation’s Comprehensive Community Plan.
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Introduction
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Who we are
We both come from very different places in this world; raised with different mindsets, values, circumstances
and realities. Here’s a little bit about where we both come from and some of the influences that have shaped
our lives and brought each of us to the field of Indigenous Community Planning.

’

Chris
Cardinal

Tansi! (Hello!) Niya (I am) Chris Cardinal, and I come from
Saddle Lake First Nation, a Nehiyaw (Cree) community 1.5
hours northeast of Edmonton, Alberta. Living, working and
raising a family here in Vancouver, BC, in the beautiful unceded
territories of the Musqueam Peoples, my heart and spirit
respectfully acknowledge the Musqueam people for allowing
my family and I to settle here on their lands and call this place
home. A recent AFG (Aboriginal Funding Grant) recipient, I am
currently enrolled in the SCARP- ICP (School of Community and
Regional Planning- Indigenous Community Planning)
Master s Program at UBC and am expected to graduate in
2020.
I also hold a Bachelor's Degree in First Nations and Indigenous
Studies completed at UBC in 2017 as part of a bridge program
between UBC and Langara College. As a traditional dancer,
cultural practitioner, visual artist, musical composer, proud
father, and avid student, my future plans are to continue using
my gifts, experience, time and skills to serve to assist people in
realizing their communal focus and vision.
Through academic, professional, cultural, and creative
experiences, my planning praxis includes contributing to,
building, and supporting Indigenous communities around me.
I find understanding through dialogues of mutual respect and
trust go a long way in fostering long lasting and meaningful
commitments necessary for growth and change. Aligned with
one of my cultural teachings of what lodge poles represent in
a tipi, I believe that in order to shape and bind together a safe
environment where people can understand each other through
their interests, needs, goals, and worldviews, establishing
strong relationships are a key factor in supporting this. Hiy hiy!
(Thank you!)
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Ren
Roberts

My name is Ren Roberts. My lineage stems from the soils of Eastern Europe on my mother’s side, and from the
waters of the Celtic Sea on my Father’s. Some of my family came to the traditional territory of the Mississaugas
of the Credit, the Anishnabeg, the Chippewa, the Haudenosaunee and the Wendat peoples after WWII. Other
members of my family came as immigrants, with settler colonial roots from Australia.
I completed my BA in Indigenous Environmental Studies at Trent University where Dan Longboat, director of the
program, shared Haudenosaunee teachings that revealed direction and intent in a world I was struggling to make
sense of. I then understood that my biggest responsibility as a human in this lifetime is to work for the continuation
of all life. I already knew this in my blood, but the words affirmed my path.
I had the opportunity to learn alongside mentors who were committed to providing an education that was heartcentred, deeply wise, decolonial, and rooted in traditional knowledge. From learning on the land, in the tipi, and
in the classroom, I was taught to think critically, and to continuously engage with education using a four-directional
approach. I am deeply committed to organizing at the community level for decolonization practices and
regenerative models of sustenance.
These commitments were further shaped through having the privilege to attend two Canadian Roots Exchanges,
various workshops on unsettling/solidarity/decolonizing, and Las Consciencias para la Humanidad; a conference
organized by and for Indigenous peoples in Chiapas, Mexico. I also work with Soaring Eagle Nature School.
Similarly, my time spent in remote communities in Mexico and Ghana pushed me to question growth and
development in the western world and how sovereign communities rooted in Indigenous culture and selfdetermination holds potential for alternative development paths that are regenerative and vibrant.
My planning praxis is embedded within a deeply emotional space; an inherent trajectory guided by responsibility
and informed by the many mentors in my life. I value a planning praxis centred on relational harmony with all other
beings, and one that holds sincere gratitude for the constant flux of life and death, original instructions, and natural
law. I value a planning praxis that centres on sustenance, regeneration, vibrancy, and the betterment of all beings.
I value a planning praxis in which I enter spaces with a full heart, open-mind, and checked privilege. I am happy to
leave my western toolkit at the door and step into other ways of knowing. I am also happy to fill the western role
that is sometimes needed, with humility and service. I understand we are working together in a way that history
has not made much room for, and it is with my full being that I dedicate my work to rewriting this relationship in a
way that swings the pendulum beyond reconciliation and towards decolonization.
It is with such enthusiasm and excitement that I enter into this field of Indigenous Community Planning, eager to
build relationships that promote self-determination, resiliency, and steps forward for and with Indigenous
communities and Peoples.
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Working together as Indigenous
and non-Indigenous
Chris’s perspective: ‘Walking in two worlds,’ is a term I familiarized myself with a few years ago after
reading Margaret Kovach’s book, Indigenous Methodologies. It is also similar to Mi’kmaw Elder
Albert Marshall’s term ‘two-eyed seeing’; learning to see from one eye with the strengths of
Indigenous knowledge and ways of knowing, and from the other eye with the strength of Western
knowledge and ways of knowing (Datta, 2020, 149). What I share here in this section is a reflection
of not only how I, ‘walk in two worlds’ or ‘see with two eyes.’ In the context of balancing work in
community and in school, it is also a testimony of how I do my part to ‘create meaning and purpose
in two spaces,’ with those two spaces being within the community and within school.
In the Indigenous world, I practice and carry teachings I have learned over the years from direct lived
experience of being raised by my parents on two reserves; Saddle Lake & Enoch, Alberta. Through
active participation, I have come to understand that language, ceremony, dance, story, and food
serve just as much of a purpose in gathering as it is to show up, be present, and allow the heart to
guide you in community engagements. I have learned in this practicum that coming from the heart
usually creates a safe space for open dialogue and supports building strong relationships. I hope to
use my ‘medicine bundle’- the teachings learned through my culture- to become an oskâpêwos
(sounds like ō-ska-py-ōs and means ‘helper of people.’)

I am grateful for the education I have acquired in Western institutions. My experience gained in
urban centres has helped shape my broader understanding of the world, including some of the
histories of Indigenous peoples and the voices within it. Although I do not always agree with what I
see or hear, my ‘westernized’ experience has benefitted me by providing access to engage with
others who are non-Indigenous that have a different perspective on Indigenous topics than I do. On
that note, I am glad to see, hear, feel, and engage in discussions regarding Indigenous topics
happening within the classroom!
For myself, these spaces of learning serve as a form of therapy. I have found by sharing parts of my
story with classmates and instructors that there is a genuine sense of acknowledgement and
appreciation. Feeling my humanity restored in a Westernized school system that once took it away
has had a profoundly healing effect on my being. These are some reasons why I am grateful for
having Ren as my partner in this process. She is a true ally who wears her heart on her sleeve.
We both came into this practicum from different walks of life, experiences, and educational
backgrounds. In this regard, I feel we complimented each other’s strengths well. I also appreciate
the fact that we complimented each other well in considering each other’s alternative suggestions
and solutions to strategize and fortify our planning methods.
11 we had to deal with events and/ or situations
There were several occasions in our practicum where
that are beyond our control; sometimes we had to prepare for the unexpected and have a

I am grateful for the education I have acquired in Western institutions. My experience gained in
urban centres has helped shape my broader understanding of the world, including some of the
histories of Indigenous peoples and the voices within it. Although I do not always agree with
what I see or hear, my ‘westernized’ experience has benefitted me by providing access to
engage with others who are non-Indigenous that have a different perspective on Indigenous
topics than I do. On that note, I am glad to see, hear, feel, and engage in discussions regarding
Indigenous topics happening within the classroom!
For myself, these spaces of learning serve as a form of therapy. I have found by sharing parts of
my story with classmates and instructors that there is a genuine sense of acknowledgement and
appreciation. Feeling my humanity restored in a Westernized school system that once took it
away has had a profoundly healing effect on my being. These are some reasons why I am grateful
for having Ren as my partner in this process. She is a true ally who wears her heart on her sleeve.
We both came into this practicum from different walks of life, experiences, and educational
backgrounds. In this regard, I feel we complimented each other’s strengths well. I also
appreciate the fact that we complimented each other well in considering each other’s alternative
suggestions and solutions to strategize and fortify our planning methods.
There were several occasions in our practicum where we had to deal with events and/ or
situations that are beyond our control; sometimes we had to prepare for the unexpected and
have a contingency plan in place. While we had minor disagreements, planning setbacks, and
communication breaks, the knowledge gained through experiencing these challenges taught us
how to adjust to changes in plans and improve our ways of communicating for us to grow as
practicum partners and as Indigenous planners. For me that has been the strongest key to our
working relationship—the ability to make space for communication to understand each other.
Hiy hiy (Thank you) for this experience Ren!
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Ren’s perspective: Although I was considerably intrigued, I was also very apprehensive about coming to
SCARP for the ICP program. “As a non-Indigenous person, is it really my place to do planning work within
Indigenous communities?” I asked myself. Before applying I met with Leonie Sandercock, director of the
program, and shared my uncertainty. She explained to me that the planners’ role is not exactly to plan. A
planners’ role is to ultimately be a ‘tool belt’ for the members of a community. In other words, it is them that
do the directing, and the planner that does the leg work to make the plan come alive. As a non-Indigenous
planner in this practicum, I had to learn how to bring along my ‘toolbelt’ while navigating my whiteness within
both my partnership with Chris as well as my relationship with Stellat’en FN.
In regards to my relationship with Chris, I was thrilled when I first learned that we were paired together for
this practicum journey. I admire many qualities in Chris and was excited to learn more about his experiences
and perspectives as an Indigenous man. Chris has the ability to touch peoples’ hearts and speak from a place
of deep intention and wisdom. Entering into spaces with Chris by my side provided me a sense of comfort
and support, as well as some instant friendships, for many in Stellaquo are relatives of his partner, Nicole.
As a non-Indigenous partner entering into this co-working relationship, I have to be mindful that “nonIndigenous people CANNOT Indigenize planning” (Erfan & Hemphill, 2013. p. 21). Any attempt at
Indigenizing a space or practice can easily be taken as appropriation if conducted by a non-Indigenous
person.
Erfan and Hemphill (2013) cover three major points that I would like to work toward embodying in my
planning praxis. These include:
1) speak less and do not favour bureaucratic systems
2) let go of ego and agenda
3) friendship (loving attachment) as collaboration
In regards to my relationship with Chris, it was important to check myself and make sure that I wasn’t relying
too heavily on western practices; ones that I have been conditioned to use throughout my education. My
experiences at Trent University aided me in learning ways to deconstruct western methodologies and belief
systems, but I am still learning how to do this in my practice of planning. And perhaps this learning is a
continuous journey that will accompany me throughout my entire life. I was reared in a competitive high
school that valued logic, rationality, and systems-thinking, and these tools have proven to be valuable. But it
is also important for Chris and I to learn to come to a shared understanding about each other's differing
perspectives and let this merge into something new and unique.
I have grown up in a world that is structurally in my favour; allowing me privileges that I didn’t acknowledge
until my early twenties, and there are many that I still have yet to see, I am sure. Stellaquo is one of many First
Nations communities that has seemingly insurmountable barriers and constraints due to the racist and
outdated Indian Act that cast long, dark shadows across First Nations' self-governmental powers. Healing is
the theme that comes up most often in our series of engagements. LeJac Day School left its tainted mark on
the souls of Stella members, their children, and their children’s children. Being the white person in the room
while a community talks about its dark history made me feel naive, guilty for my joy, and also angry. As a
non-indigenous planner working with Stellat’en, it is important that I always show up with full humanity. My
skin reminds people of colonial stories, thick with layers of politics and racism; I can’t run from that. But what
I can do is continue to redirect those stories with accountability, responsibility, humility, and a whole lot of
heart.
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Partnership Agreement

Ren, I see you as a true student and practitioner
of life! You not only embody wisdom beyond your
years, I really appreciate your focus, sense of
vision, sense of direction, and your ability to ask
important questions directly. I have known you to
be a person who stays on task and loves
collaborating with others. I also resonate with you
through the quirky humor most of us artists share!
With mutual honesty, trust, respect, dedication,
kindness, compassion, determination, clear
communication, commitment, and support, we
have made our partnership both a memorable
journey and meaningful experience in the service
to others. I’m excited to move forward in sharing
these gifts and attributes with our host First
Nation. –Chris

Chris, I honour and commend the person that you
are. Your deep integrity, your patient demeanor,
your humility, and your thoughtful wisdom are all
attributes I admire greatly. Together, I foresee us
responding to community circumstances with
empathy, care, intention, and attentive
consideration. I also love our shared humour and
ability to find lightness without ever stepping away
from an honourable truth. An inspiring partnership
to me includes clear communication, understanding,
adaptability, and moving through difficult situations
with a commitment to making space for other
perspectives without ever defaulting to blame. I
believe that our shared values will be thoroughly
seen and appreciated by community members as
we move forward in this journey. –Ren
14

To begin our journey with Stellat’en First Nation, we first completed a partnership agreement
between ourselves, as students. This document outlines our intentions in working together,
including agreed upon methods of communication, decision-making protocols, identification
of individual strengths, weaknesses and skill sets. It also outlines our mutual commitments to
decolonize the practice. We both agreed to a heart-centred approach and creating space for
a planning practice that transcends the professional and into the ‘human’. In other words, we
made a commitment to friendship while working alongside one another and always giving each
other the benefit of the doubt. If conflict were to arise, we developed a pre-emptive method
in working towards peaceful resolution.
This document also highlights mutual agreements in how we will work with the community. We
agreed to share laughter and host events that are rooted in joy and inspiration; to deliver solid,
completed, timely, and well-considered work; to arrive well-rested, fed, clear-minded, present,
and focused; to check-in regularly with our host community contact in considering his needs,
requirements, personal life, and obstacles.
Whether or not this document was useful is difficult to say. It felt important to acknowledge
each other in a good way stepping into this journey; creating agreements of accountability and
conduct.
I, Ren, did find the partnership agreement helpful to refer to at one point along the journey.
During a stressful period, it reminded me of the commitment we made to one another and the
admirable qualities that attracted us to one another as practicum partners. It also reminded me
of my responsibility to do the internal work of shedding conditioned whiteness; continuously
trying to check myself and make sure I am showing up with compassion and understanding
over my familiarity with Western processes/education.
I, Chris, feel the partnership agreement served its purpose in our work together. It was a
constant reminder of our support and responsibility to one another. Knowing I would be away
from my family for days at a time was not easy. Although my wife is from Stellaquo, my initial
visit was a little awkward because I have never been to the community without her and our
children. As a measure of self-care, I brought medicine with me, and sometimes invited Ren to
join me to smudge. I’ll never forget the days when I felt great and beamed with what we were
able to accomplish with community members! With a renewed sense of purpose, I was able to
recalibrate my focus and remind myself of the importance of why I do what I do in the service
to others.
(See appendix, page 3, for the Partnership Agreement)
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ICP Year 1: Building a
planning foundation at
SCARP
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We both began our journeys with planning in our first year at the School of Community and Regional
Planning (SCARP) at UBC with questions such as: Haven’t Indigenous Communities been ‘planning’
since time immemorial?; From where did this ‘new’ field of Indigenous Community Planning
emerge?; As planners, one of us Indigenous and one of us not, do we have a place in supporting
communities (ones of which we are not members to) to recognize and achieve their goals?
Since 2012 UBC, in partnership with Musqueam, has been addressing these questions through its
design and delivery of the Indigenous Community Planning (ICP) concentration within SCARP on
the unceded grounds of Musqueam territory. Through decolonizing methodologies, the program
seeks to empower emerging community planners with the necessary theory, knowledge and
capacity to support Indigenous communities achieve their self-determined and aspirations for the
future.
The first year of the program builds a planning foundation alongside students in other planning
fields such as urban design and transportation. Together, we bring our dynamic educational
backgrounds into the classroom, tackling big issues like climate change, housing, and equity from
a multitude of perspectives. Before entering into our practicum in year 2, we were required to
complete an ICP-specific internship as well as three core course requirements: Indigenous Law and
Governance (PLAN 553), Planning for Community Economic Development (PLAN 503), and
Indigenous Community Planning; ways of being, knowing, and doing (PLAN 533).
It was in PLAN 533: Indigenous Community Planning that we confronted the aforementioned
questions most directly. This course had a substantive reading list, ensuring a foundational
understanding of political, social and cultural protocols and values, history, philosophy, social
structure, traditional knowledge, and ecology of First Nations, Inuit, and Metis peoples. We
explored the voices and perspectives of experts, knowledge holders, and educators such as Ted
Jojola, Hirini Matunga, Bev Sellars, Lyana Patrick, John Borrows, Richard Atleo, Rosemary
Georgeson, Leroy Littlebear, Leonie Sandercock, among many others.
This section highlights some of our key learnings in exploring the history of the field of Indigenous
Community Planning along with decolonizing methodologies that aided us in our planning praxis
with Stellat’en First Nation.
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History of Indigenous Community Planning
Western planning praxis has a deeply colonial legacy. This is true in many parts of the world
but particularly so in settler colonial states such as the US, New Zealand, Australia, and of
course, our home on Native land; Canada. The field of planning emerged from colonial
paradigms that sought to remove Indigenous bodies from desirable lands. In North America,
Indigenous peoples whose ancestral lands were adjacent to or directly within towns and cities
were dispossessed of their territories and became the target of colonial bylaws that sought to
criminalize their presence in urbanizing areas (Patrick, 2019). Alfred (2009) comments that
services were denied to remote Indigenous communities as a government tactic designed to
spur migrations to urban centres (Alfred, 2009). In the Canadian context, Dorries (2012) argues
that the Royal Proclamation of 1763 can be described as a foundational planning document,
reasoning that it served to undermine Aboriginal rights and facilitate dispossession of
Indigenous lands as it laid the foundation for settlement and colonization of what was then
known as Upper Canada.
Indigenous communities have long been subject to the powers of colonial will. As many
academic writers argue, western planning has evolved in contradistinction to the many ways
Indigenous peoples have always planned their communities (Barry & Porter, 2012; Hibbard,
2006; Hibbard, Lane, & Rasmussen, 2008; Zaferatos, 1998). Although the current discourse of
planning has a modern context, planning is not a new concept to Indigenous communities. As
Jojola (2008) writes, with mainstream professions favouring euro-western practices, there is
very little written about the ethical, methodological, and epistemological approaches to
community design and planning by Indigenous communities. “There existed a time when
Indigenous communities were intact and whole” (Jojola, 2013), having, as Ortiz (1969) explains,
“a distinct and profound sense of being and a philosophy that articulated the relationships of
the physical and spiritual world.”
Jojola (2013) elaborates on this worldview as an embodiment of a balanced relationship
between humankind and the natural world with each succeeding generation assuming the
values and practices that are necessary to sustain them. These values include right-ofinheritance and collective responsibility; serving to lay the foundation for the transfer of
meanings and cultural practices (Walker, Jojola & Natcher, 2013). It was everybody’s
responsibility to make sure that the preceding and following generations continue to maintain
the community’s worldview (Walker et al, 2013). Therefore, Indigenous planning, prior to
colonial domination, was far more than a field or a practice. Rather, it was a deeply embodied
art of living and dying within natural systems as spiritual beings.
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It is important to also remember that traditional Indigenous Planning is not something of the
past. As Jojola (2008) writes, “in spite of the unyielding social and political forces that have
attempted to limit their inherent powers of self-government, Indigenous communities have
survived” (p. 39). Their bodies survived rations, starvation, diseases and trauma while their
spirits, with volition and determination, brought forth these sapient worldviews. Throughout
disadvantageous colonial practices, “they have managed—in various ways and degrees,” as
Jojola writes, “to maintain their own cultural identities through the development of formal and
informal collective practices” (p. 40).
As an imposed, government-mandated practice, Indigenous planning has been largely the
response to sporadic funding opportunities (NAIHC, 2004). Until relatively recently, indigenous
voices have been subsumed by non-Indigenous practitioners. Capacity for Indigenous-led
planning was repressed by paternalistic governmental and missionary approaches, creating
dependency and promoting practices that were intended to assimilate tribes into mainstream
life (Jojola, 2008).
With a prolonged history of Indigenous communities being pushed out of the way and made
victims of the colonial project, another approach to planning in a contemporary context was
necessary. In a re-emergent context, Indigenous community planning is such an approach that
seeks to decolonize western planning practices by reclaiming the historic, contemporary, and
future-oriented planning practices of Indigenous communities across western settler states like
Canada, the US, New Zealand, and Australia.
In Canada, Comprehensive Community Planning emerged as an alternative to the western
planning practices that were, quite simply, not working. Since 2004 CCPs have begun to take
shape as an ongoing process that enables a community to plan its development in a way that
meets its needs and aspirations in all aspects of community life. Indigenous and Northern
Affairs Canada (INAC) has been working in partnership with BC First Nations on CCP since
2004. CCP inspired the nature of this practicum and is discussed in greater detail in the section
titled CCP Framework; About Comprehensive Community Planning.
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Planning Theory
PLAN 508: Foundations of Planning Theory and History is a required course for all first year
SCARP students. In this class, we explored the modern roots of community and regional
planning, along with its philosophical underpinnings; why do we need planning and why do we
need to theorize about it? To help answer these questions, one of our assignments was to
reflect upon the Western planning models summarized in a book titled Towards Cosmopolis:
Planning for Multicultural Cities. Several models are exemplified in this book, including,
Advocacy Planning, Equity Planning, and Social Learning and Communicative Action
(Sandercock, 1998, pg. 89-94), yet not one is entirely appropriate for application in Indigenous
communities.
According to Sandercock, the Advocacy Planning model came into practice in 1965 by Paul
Davidoff. He noticed previous models of planning did not adequately represent everyone in
society, especially marginalized folks. His solution to social unrest and riots in the streets was
to introduce a planning model that represents urban populations who felt their needs and
voices were not being met. Although this model makes space for the planner to speak on
behalf of community members, it relies heavily on the planner to be the expert, not the
community (p. 89).
A few years later in the 70’s, the Equity Planning Model emerged as another approach to stand
for unrepresented urban populations. The practice developed by planners, Norman Krumholz
and Robert Mier, was an attempt at giving minorities the access to the resources necessary in
creating positive change in their communities versus having those decisions made for them by
governing power structures. Unfortunately, in spite of this planning model starting from an
understanding of social inequalities in a community, it places too much emphasis on the
planner to be the centre of the plan (pg. 93).
In 1973, John Friedman was the person responsible for launching the Social Learning and
Communicative Action model. Learning from the previous two models mentioned earlier,
Friedman noticed there was a growing disparity between planners and their clients. He
concluded the best way to merge the two sides was to hold sessions of’ ‘mutual learning.’ This
practice was meant to mitigate the polarity by having the planner and client learn from one
another to determine the best planning strategies and actions together. This model appears
to incorporate valuable local knowledge into the plan through direct interactions with
marginalized voices. However, this paradigm fails to question the communal inequities created
by structures of power (pg. 95).
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All of these planning methods lie within a field of planning that is Eurocentric and therefore
rooted in colonialism. Whereas we skimmed the surface of decolonial planning in PLAN 508,
it wasn’t until PLAN 533: Indigenous Community Planning that we delved more deeply into
decolonizing methodologies. We investigated some hard questions like the ones posed at
the beginning of this section: Haven’t Indigenous Communities been ‘planning’ since time
immemorial? From where did this ‘new’ field of Indigenous Community Planning emerge?
What is our role in supporting other communities to recognize and achieve their goals?
Some of the foundational theories that stood out to us during our practicum are highlighted
in the sections below: Jagged worldviews, the contact zone, and ecological planning in a
capitalist society.

Jagged Worldviews

Leeroy Littlebear explains that one (of the many) problems with colonialism is that it “tries to
maintain a singular social order by means of force and law, suppressing the diversity of human
worldviews” (2014, p.77). He asserts that if we are to understand why “Aboriginal” and
“Eurocentric” worldviews clash, we need to understand how the philosophy, values, and
customs of Aboriginal cultures differ from those of Eurocentric ones, and this, in turn, will
reveal the paradoxes that colonialism poses for social control (Littlebear, 2014).
Although Indigenous worldviews differ significantly, many share common concepts that can
be shared generally (Littlebear, 2014). Littlebear expresses that in Aboriginal philosophy,
particularly of the Plains Indians, existence consists of energy: “All things are animate, imbued
with spirit, and in constant motion” (p.77). He explains that within energetic or spiritual realms,
interrelationships between all entities are of paramount importance and space is a more
important reference than time. Cosmic cycles are in constant motion, leading to a holistic and
cyclical view of the world (Littlebear, 2014). Further, language “embodies the way a society
thinks” and “allows for the transcendence of boundaries,” (p.78) extending beyond the
human world and acknowledging spirit and knowledge within the inanimate. “The earth
cannot be separated from the actual beings of Indians” (p.78).
The value of wholeness or totality is another part to Aboriginal philosophy, according to
Littlebear (2014). “Wholeness,” Littlebear explains, “is like a flower with four petals” (p. 79).
When it opens, it reveals strength, sharing, honesty, and kindness, four qualities that create
balance, harmony, and beauty. “Understanding the four interrelated petals of the flower
demonstrates why collective decision making was and is such an important Aboriginal
custom” (p.79). Collective decision-making is important for affairs such as “governing external
relations, the utilization of resources, movements within the Aboriginal territory and the
education of the younger generation” (p.79).
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Comprehensive Community Planning (CCP), as we will elaborate upon in sections below, is a
unique process that is reflective of Indigenous communities because it is holistic and communitydriven. These two themes strongly relate to Littlebear’s explanation of Aboriginal philosophy
centering wholeness, interconnectedness, cycles and constant motion. CCP is a process that
seeks to cover all of a community’s focus areas (Healing, Housing, Governance, etc.), aims to
include all community members, and is a cyclical, spiraling process that recognizes the needs of
an ever-changing community.
CCP is a huge step forward in supporting Indigenous communities to be the directors of their
own community development. The Indian Act and its mandates for Indigenous communities is
reflective of the colonial, Eurocentric philosophies of ‘development’ and ‘progress’ that are
incongruent with Indigenous worldviews. Although colonialism is still very much present within
Indigenous communities, CCP is a government-supported process that does recognize and
create space for the alternate social orders Littlebear calls for.

The Contact Zone

In Planning for Coexistence? Recognizing Indigenous Rights through Land Use Planning in
Canada and Australia, Porter and Barry (2016) offer Mary Louise Pratt’s definition of the ‘contact
zone’ as “the social spaces where cultures meet, clash and grapple with each other, often in
contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of power, such as colonialism, slavery or their
aftermaths as they are lived out in many parts of the world today” (p. 6).
The two authors ground the contact zone within a planning framework, stating that “planning
is a key instrument through which the settler state organizes and standardizes socio-spatial
orders through laws, policies and procedures as codes of practice” (p. 6). They then highlight
that “attempts by state-based planning agencies to recognize the rights of Indigenous peoples
are mediated by these orders” (p. 6). Planners are therefore inextricably implicated in the
contact zone because, ultimately, we manage how bodies of diverse backgrounds interact within
a settler colonial state.
Porter and Barry recognize the need to reshape planning contact zones in ways that carefully
attend to the persistent power of white privilege; “such ways must provide space for the
transformative agency of Indigenous peoples and resist the reformulation of systems in the
interests of renewed settler domination” (p. 188). Porter and Barry reference Frantz Fanon to
remind us that the wellspring of liberation is in the transformative praxis of colonized peoples
(Fanon, 1967). As colonizers operating within colonial domination and authority, Porter and
Barry suggest one must look toward Indigenous law, culture and ontologies in reconfiguring a
path forward.
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Two additional points that we appreciated is their warning not to confuse this direction with
co-opting or appropriating Indigenous ways of being; this untangling will assist in dismantling
coercive power structures (Porter & Barry, 2016). The following quote summarizes their
perspectives:
“Taking the normative politics of coexistence seriously means finding ways to respectfully
work within and between overlapping, coexisting jurisdictions of authority, and fostering
the existence of plural ontologies and epistemologies. It demands listening to how
Indigenous ontologies and sovereignties are best served and, then, holding the actions of
state-based planning to account.” (Porter & Barry, 2016, p. 190)
Throughout our practicum we encountered a couple of obvious contact zones. One of the
objectives identified within the topic of Governance and Administration is to ‘assert our
inherent Indigenous rights and title to our land through negotiation and partnership
agreements with other governments’; literally, this topic is calling upon the contact zone of
overlapping, coexisting jurisdictions.
Another arose in our conversations regarding anti-bullying in Fraser Lake. Here, Stellat’en
realities of experiencing racism are met within the public-school system. Can the local public
school utilize their powers as being part of the provincial school board to confront issues of
racism experienced by Stellat’en and Nadleh students?

Ecological Planning in Capitalist Society

Borrows’ article titled Living Between Water and Rocks: First Nations, environmental planning,
and democracy (1991) speaks to the importance of implementing principles of ecology and
restoration. He acknowledges the degradation of our biophysical and sociological ecosystems
in efforts to sustain economic endeavours. Borrows calls for a strengthened relationship
between our democratic institutions and the natural environment in planning practices.
He suggests that creating space for Indigenous communities to have a democratic voice in
regulating environmental rights and obligations may contribute to the improvement of human
settlements as a whole. Even though most traditional Indigenous practices of planning are in
relational harmony with the natural world, Borrows acknowledges that “many Indigenous
peoples themselves have become colonized and are implicated in serious environmental
destruction” (p. 424).
However, colonialism is complicated and has impacted us all in different ways, especially First
Nations. Borrows’ article is important in that it addresses the barriers preventing First Nation
participation in the governance of their local environment in their territories and acknowledges
how humans seem to have lost the perspective that they are “ultimately embedded in nature”
(p. 426).
Borrows’ article came to mind during our time in Stellaquo a number of times due to the fact
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It is a complicated issue with controversial sentiments, and is a clear example of the

Borrows’ article is relative to our time in Stellaquo due to the fact that Coastal Gaslink is building a
natural gas pipeline that will stretch across Stellat’en territory. It is a complicated issue with
controversial sentiments, and is a clear example of the implications of colonial will from the past and
into the future for Stellat’enne (people of Stellat’en).

Decolonizing Methodologies
Once we arrived in Stellaquo, we knew this was our opportunity to do our best work by putting
together planning theory (along with our toolbelt and medicine bundle) into action.
Our first meeting was with our host community contact, Adam Patrick. We acknowledged the start of
our working relationship with him by offering the gift of tobacco. Although tobacco offerings are not
a traditional Yinka Dené practice, it was a respectful custom from Chris’s background. As Kovach
(2009) encourages, “showing respect is a consistent value among most tribal groups” (pg. 116). As
her way of showing respect, Ren also brought some homemade cookies to share with community
members during introductions.

Facilitation Methods

In one of our first engagements in Stellaquo we hosted the CCP Advisory Committee for an
introductory dinner. Considering elements from PLAN 595: Facilitation, Negotiation, and Conflict
Resolution, we set forth to implement techniques to bring warmth, joy, and thoughtfulness. We set a
table cloth we had picked up in Prince George, hand-peeled potatoes for a homemade (*homemadeish) dinner, and prepared a centrepiece with elements of the land - a thought inspired by a mental
health first-aid workshop at the annual CCP conference in the fall of 2019. Sandra Harris, workshop
facilitator, encouraged the use of natural elements to ground the space and provide a sense of comfort
while acknowledging our relationship to the natural world (Harris, personal communications). We also
had a small dish of water we brought from the Stellaquo river that we placed in the centre of the table,
as well.
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Before getting started, Chris lit a smudge bowl to bring us together as a group. Our intention for
this meeting was to begin establishing a relationship with Stellat’en members, remind members of
the planning process and what had been accomplished last year, and to show why their
participation is valuable (as we knew to do inherently but was also emphasized through Priya
Parker’s book, The Art of Gathering, 2018).
Throughout our engagements with diverse demographics in Stellaquo, it was our priority to let
members know that their voices, opinions, and interests are valid at every step of the CCP process
and that we were working with and for them. We ensured community members that the work done
for Stellat’en will remain the property of the community and that they will have exclusive control
and access to the materials and data collected during our visits. Through these acknowledgements,
we believe our working relationship with community members reached a defining moment of
mutual trust, respect, and care. Ultimately, we wanted to let community members know that we
understood that community members know their community best (Walker, Jojola, & Natcher, 2013,
pg. 133), and that, as Kovach commented in Decolonizing Methodologies, “our teachers are not
really in the academy. Our teachers are in the community” (Kovach, 2009, pg. 152).

Beyond the Academy

School can equip us with tools and educate us with theory, but it cannot prepare us for the
emotional embodiment of community members’ stories. Their words penetrated our hearts and
became a part of us. Their tears, their hopes, their fears, their dreams; planning is not done at the
end of a day. Words shared with us linger in our psyches and when we return to Vancouver it is
with quiet reflection and deep absorption of all we learned. Chris took time to smudge throughout
our visits, embedding the depth of our interactions in Stellaquo. And Ren, in an end-of-semester
meditation, found herself in tears of empathy as she took the necessary time to process the
challenges faced within the community. Our time working alongside Stellat’en First Nation is far
more than a step in completing a Master’s education.
However, we made use of the ‘tool belt’ that school equipped us with as best we could, enabling
spaces of gathering to accommodate safety, openness, and time for people to speak. Listening
closely to the stories of community members gave us the opportunity to, “engage in their
meaning” (Born, 2012, pg. 26) and “recognize what they really value” (Forester, 2016, pg. 234).
Working from our ‘medicine bundle’ brought us closer to the community because we were
connecting with community members from a higher, transparent level of understanding—through
the heart. This was affirmed with us by Elder, Rose Luggi, at our Elder’s tea-time when she said,
“We are different, but the same” (Luggi, 2020).
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Sometimes, we had to make decisions on the spot and, “face uncertainty without being
paralyzed by it” (Krumholz & Forester, 1990, pg. 235). However, we also learned how to, “be
humble and laugh at ourselves as well as be flexible and adaptable enough to create new or
other ways of planning together” (Walker, Jojola, & Natcher, 2013, pg. 163).
As a result of these challenges, we became stronger teammates working with each other.
Furthermore, we have to celebrate what we were able to accomplish. Through all our meetings,
functions, and gatherings, we engaged with over one hundred community members living in
Stellaquo, Prince George, Vancouver, and beyond!
Our ultimate realization of the process has been this: As planners, we may use aspects of Western
planning theory in our practice, such as literature, charts, graphs, and maps. However, to
Indigenize and decolonize the practice means we have a responsibility to create space for
Indigenous communities to be heard on their own terms. The prerequisite here is the practice
requires listening with more than just our ears. We must know when and how to act with grace
when our efforts support community values and accept and learn from our own humility when
they interfere. To learn means we must not be afraid to step outside our comfort zones if we are
ever to truly reconcile our differences, rowing forward together side by side as equals. As
Nehiyaw (Cree) researcher, Shawn Wilson, encourages, “If the work doesn’t change you as a
person, then you haven’t done it right” (Wilson, 2008, pg. 135).
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Comprehensive
Community Planning
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About Comprehensive Community Planning
Comprehensive Community Planning (CCP) is a method of planning
designed to be holistic, inclusive, community-specific, community-driven,
and long term. Since 2004, BC First Nations have been driving the
movement of CCPs and now more than one hundred First Nations across
Canada have completed the process (Comprehensive Community
Planning, 2020). These unique plans include a community’s history and
context, vision into the future, goals and objectives, and implementation
strategies.
Although CCPs typically take 2-3 years to complete (each ICP practicum
has allocated 3 years for completion), it’s important to consider the CCP
as a living document. The needs and desires of a community change
quickly, and so it is important to update the CCP accordingly.
Amendments can be accounted for with the help of a CCP coordinator
and the guidance of a CCP Advisory Committee: The CCP coordinator
holds the greater picture in mind and facilitates CCP momentum and
enthusiasm, and the CCP Advisory Committee diffuses power through
shared decision-making protocols.
Another important aspect of CCP is community engagement and assuring
that as many voices as possible are accounted for. Elders, youth, clans,
kids, women, men, non-binary folks, staff, Chief and Council, on-reserve
members and off-reserve members are all examples of important
demographics to consider while planning community engagements.
CCP is government-supported, with funding available through Indigenous
Services Canada (ISC). ISC also offers a CCP Mentorship Program and an
annual CCP conference to assist in providing education and tools during
the developmental phases of the process (see the next section for more
details). This creates a network of community inspiration and support that
communities can look to for support.
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Examples of CCP Frameworks
CCP is a continuous, non-linear, multi-dimensional cycle. It is a process with a variety of frameworks
and phases. The two tools we have worked most closely with during our time at SCARP are from the
following two sources: Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) CCP Handbook (ISC, 2018) and the
Nishnawbe Aski Development Fund (NADF) Planning Toolkit (NADF, 2018).

Indigenous Services Canada CCP
Handbook

Figure 1: ISC CCP Planning Framework

The Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) CCP
Handbook explains the planning process through
four
phases:
Pre-planning,
Planning,
Implementation, and Monitoring and Evaluation
(See diagram). This handbook explains that planning
processes can easily jump from phase to phase or
even be in all phases at once. For example, it might
be that a community is in its Planning phase (Phase
2) and learns that activities for youth is an action item
high on the community’s priority list. At that time,
perhaps there are funds and resources available to
support this endeavor right away. This can then jump
quickly into the Implementation phase, and perhaps
measures to monitor and evaluate, as well.

Nishnawbe Aski Development Fund
Planning Toolkit
The Nishnawbe Aski Development Fund (NADF) CCP
Toolkit was developed in 2017 as an addition to the
original ISC CCP Handbook. Whereas the ISC handbook
provides a foundation of CCP and some basic resources,
the NADF toolkit provides tools for First Nation
communities to use in their CCP journeys. The planning
process model offered by NADF integrates Nishnawbe
culture by having sections coloured according to the
medicine wheel and filling the centre with a
dreamcatcher. The names allocated to each section are
also different, providing wording that is perhaps less
Western and more story-oriented. These phases
include: Where have we been? Where are we now?
Where do we want to go? How will we get there? And,
Have we arrived?
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Figure 2: NADF CCP Planning Framework

Similarities and Differences between Models
Indigenous Services Canada CCP Handbook

Nishnawbe Aski Development Fund CCP
Toolkit

Pre-planning
• Assessing community readiness
• Developing a budget and identifying funding
• Building a planning team
• Researching CCP
• Building a work plan

Where have we been?
• Origin stories
• Traditional histories
• Recent challenges and important events
• Community achievements and leaders from
the past
Where are we now?
• Developing contextual information for
everyone involved in the CCP, including facts
and statistics as well as perceptions about the
community:
o What are people concerned about?
o What are people proud of?
o What are we doing well already?
o What could change?

Planning
• Gathering background information
• Completing community analysis
• Creating a vision statement and values
• Building a comprehensive strategic framework
• Setting goals and objectives
• Identifying activities and projects
• Creating an implementation strategy

Where do we want to go?
• Vision statement; an overall direction for the
CCP by describing an ideal future or the
good life - Mino-Bimadiziwin.
• Long-term community objectives and goals;
describing more specifically the community’s
values and priorities

Implementation
• Prioritizing actions (policies, programs, and projects)
• Identifying project management team
• Obtaining necessary approvals and establishing good
communications and reporting plans
• Identifying potential partners to support the project
• Identifying funding and other resources
• Creating work plans, budgets, feasibility studies and
business plans
• Project management
• Leaning lessons, developing best practices and
celebrating successes
• Maximizing community training, mentorship, capacity
building and employment

How will we get there?
• Developing a strategic action plan; selecting
actions that are prioritized and organized in a
way that makes the plan possible to
accomplish

Monitoring and Evaluation
• Analyzing results
• Reviewing and recommending
• Revising and updating
• Sharing and celebrating community accomplishments

Have we arrived?
• Developing a simple way to keep track of
how well the CCP is being implemented and
what kind of impact it is having. This helps
the community know if the plan is working or
doing what it says it will do. It also
encourages accountability.

Table 1: Similarities and differences between the ISC (2018) and NADF (2017) models of planning
processes
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Throughout our practicum, both of these models proved to be useful. The CCP Handbook model
helped us understand we had freedom to move between phases. And the Nishnawbe Aski
Development Fund model was the model we used in our communications with the community,
primarily because this was the direction chosen by Michelle and Cody, but also because we liked
that it was developed by Indigenous people (whereas the ISC handbook is not). We also preferred
its Indigenized, story-telling approach to design, layout, and content. We drew a poster-sized
version of it that we brought around to our various engagements. Well, admittedly, it was all
Chris’s incredible artistic skills at 11:00 pm that achieved this impressive rendition:
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Terminology
Throughout our meetings with community members,
the terms above would often become confusing for
both us and others. To simplify the terminology, we
created this diagram on a flip-chart paper and
brought it to some of our engagements. Maybe it will
be useful to you, too!

Figure 3: Graphic
depicting the broad to
specific CCP
terminology

O.C.A.P.

O.C.A.P. is an acronym that stands for Ownership, Control, Access, and Possession. It is common
knowledge that Indigenous Peoples are the most studied demographic in the world. Before
O.C.A.P., some researchers have exercised exploitive methods in data gathering that was of no
benefit to the people being studied and, as a result, placed some Aboriginal communities under
considerable levels of unwarranted harm and stress. “Research should empower the community to
support community goals “(Schnarch, 2004, p. 91), and not exploit them.
A manager in Indigenous health, Brian Schnarch, wrote an article (O.C.A.P.) in 2004 highlighting
how research should be carried out collaboratively and in consideration of how the community
would like to see the research data owned, collected, accessed and stored. Moreover, he stresses
an ethical approach of how trust and respect can play an important role in reciprocal relationship
building and data gathering methods that benefit both sides of the research.
Since the article has been written, there have been improvements to how Indigenous information
is gathered and stored by researchers. “O.C.A.P. clearly outlines the governance that Indigenous
people are asserting over their knowledges” (Kovach, 2009, p. 145) and, as a result, institutions
including schools now have ethically sound guidelines that work to the mutual benefit and safety of
all parties involved in research. Exploitive research in communities is no longer tolerated in Canada.
After briefly describing what O.C.A.P. represents, we made mention to the community in our small
group meetings that we are following the O.C.A.P. as a guideline. Although the data collected
serves an academic requirement for us, we shared in our small groups that all the research we have
done with and for them is their property and will not be used for any other purposes without their
consent. Sharing what we knew about O.C.A.P. with community members helped create a space
for reciprocal dialogue based on mutual respect and practice of care.
This capstone report is based on information and data that is owned, controlled, accessed, and
possessed by Stellat’en First Nation. Therefore, this report has a copyright under SFN and is not to
be published or reproduced and copies of the report, along with the appendices, will be sent to
SFN in digital form (due to COVID 19 preventing us from in-person final presentations and
delivering hard copies).
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ICP and CCP with
Stellat’en First Nation
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How it Began
Stellaquo, located 160 km west of Prince George at the confluence of the Endako and Stellaquo river, is
where Stellat’en First Nation is located. As of 2019, 212 members live in Stellaquo and 357 live offreserve (INAC), residing mostly in nearby Fraser Lake, Prince George or Vancouver.
In the spring of 2018, Stellat’en approached the Indigenous Community Planning program at UBC with
a desire to update their CCP (last one completed in 2015). Stellat’en is one of 20 First Nations who have
signed a Mutual Benefit Agreement (MBA) with TransCanada's Coastal GasLink’s LNG pipeline project.
This agreement is a major driving force that facilitated the need to revisit the 2015 Stellat’en CCP and
carry out a more comprehensive community engagement process.
Stellat’en, like many First Nation communities, have been in a “state of ‘enforced poverty’ by
governments in a community that used to thrive on now-depleted natural resources,” according to Band
Chief, Archie Patrick (Morin, 2019). Colonization has had a significant damaging impact on the
community, one that may take several generations to heal from. Further, the devastating wildfires of
2018 drastically changed the bounty of the landscape and natural resources.
As recent as September of 2018, Stellat’en finally had access to clean drinking water. It is the general
belief of Stellat’en members that the Endako Mine released arsenic into the groundwater; it is for this
reason that the Stellat’en people haven’t eaten fish out of Fraser Lake for years (Morin, 2019).
Whereas, “No amount of money will ever be enough to repair the damage to the land and people by
colonizers, settlers, governments and industry,” explains community member, Geraldine Gunanoot, and
the MBA will be used to revive as much as possible (Morin, 2019).
In partnership with ICP students at UBC, CCP offers an opportunity to move forward with the direction
of the whole community. Through a series of engagements seeking to include voices from diverse
community demographics, CCP enables revision and confirmation of community goals from the last CCP
while also including a greater number of community members in the process. The CGL pipeline has
already caused great contention among First Nations members. To make choices as to how the MBA
should be attributed without the proper community-led processes would simply cause further conflict.
It is with great responsibility that we step into the roles of facilitating the path forward.
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Community Learning Agreement
We created a Community Learning Agreement to support a successful relationship between us as
ICP students and Stellat’en First Nation. It outlines agreements of how to work together as we
embarked on Year 2 of the planning process and in a way that honours the tradition, cultural
practices and wisdom of Stellat’en First Nation. Our agreement outlines an agreed upon: shared
vision; a set of values and principles; expectations of roles, responsibilities, and behaviours;
objectives and outcomes for the work ahead; and tools for managing conflict such that it arises.
We acknowledge in this agreement that the community’s voice guides the CCP and we, as the
practicum students, act more as a resource to support actualizing a community vision for the CCP
process. We also identified ways in which we intend on working in our practice of planning by
moving gracefully in the merging of ideas and viewpoints, grounding our collaboration in
reciprocity and respect, attentive listening, interdependence, and decolonial approaches.
The document further details: Intentions of communication; respecting indigenous culture in
planning; values and principles; ethics and protocols; objectives and outcomes; roles and
responsibilities; confidentiality; and our work-plan/ deliverables.
This agreement was a nice contribution in theory, but had a superficial undertone seeing as we
hadn’t yet developed a relationship with the community. However, it did motivate us to reflect
upon the relationships we intended to cultivate as planners working alongside Stellat’en First
Nation and gave us an opportunity to present the values that guide our work as planners. The
associated work plan also helped us consider the scope of the work ahead and create realistic
objectives for the year. Despite it being difficult to do as we had only just finished the intensive
course with Will Trousdale in which we analyzed the different steps of community planning, it was
still helpful to reflect on what we foresaw as possible and achievable.
Figure 2: a note to the community from our Community Learning Agreement
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Stellat’en CCP
Year 1
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Where Have We Been and Where are We Now?

Throughout the first two phases of the planning process (“Where have we been?” and “Where are we now?”),
Cody and Michelle, the Stellat’en-paired practicum students from the year before, explored Stellat’en’s
history and current community profile. With the direction and participation of community members, they
created a comprehensive timeline depicting key historical events for Stellat’en First Nation. They also, with
the community’s expertise, explored the current community profile by documenting language and culture,
governance structures, geography/land base, and community facilities.
Year 1 also involved building a CCP foundation as part of the pre-planning process. This included: undergoing
a situational assessment; determining community values; establishing a CCP Advisory Committee; developing
an engagement and communication strategy; and developing a CCP Framework moving forward (focus areas,
goals, and objectives).

Situational Assessment

For the situational assessment, Cody and Michelle collected community data through various forms of
engagement (interviews, community discussions/engagements, etc.) and completed a SWOT (strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analysis based. They highlighted several areas of community pride,
including: coming together as a community; beauty of the land; cultural pride; community facilities; and
education. Areas that were seen as challenges for Stellat’en were: healing; lack of job opportunities; trust
with band administration; lack of youth programming; land availability; and improving communication and
inclusion.

Community Values

Through a combination of interview responses, focus group discussions, and an engagement session, Cody
and Michelle helped to highlight important community values. Some of the most popular values identified in
this process included: language, Bahlats, land, community, healing, berry-picking, hope, culture, and history.
These values will guide the work ahead as it is implemented in the CCP process. This ‘word salmon’ wordle
below depicts the recorded community values, with the biggest words having the greatest popularity:

Figure 5: Word-Salmon displaying
Stellat’en FN community values.
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Figure 6: Stellat’en FN Community Timeline

CCP Advisory Committee

The CCP advisory committee was established in January 2019 for the several purposes: to act as a
liaison between members and planners; to provide advice to staff and leadership on community
planning decisions; to ensure ongoing promotion and transparent communication of planning
activities going on in the community; and to advise and ensure accountability during the
implementation phase of the CCP. In Year 2, the CCP advisory committee proved to be incredibly
helpful in ensuring that the process is community driven.

Engagement and Communication Strategy

The Engagement and Communication Strategy was developed through a survey that There were
29 respondents made up of community members, mostly adults and elders. The results identified
that the best forms of communication were through word of mouth (75%), the community
newsletter (71%), and the Stellat’en Facebook group (60%). 90% of respondents also indicated that
that weekday evenings were the best time to schedule CCP engagements.
Throughout year 2, we discovered that a more comprehensive communication strategy was
needed, seeing as different community members require different methods for communication and
this needs to be recorded and accounted for to ensure that no members are left out. This will be a
task of the two new CCP coordinators moving forward.

Establishing a CCP Framework and Community Goals

With a number of action-items identified in Michelle and Cody’s community engagements, the next
step was to analyze this data and group the action-items into categories. Eight focus areas and
goals were identified, along with a series of objectives. The table below summarizes their findings.
This information set an incredibly strong foundation for our work in year 2. With the first couple
steps of developing a strategic framework already underway, we were able to bring this information
back to the community for revision and verification, inspiring our engagement strategies for the
year.
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Stellat’en Community Goals
Version 3

II. Cultural Vibrancy and
Traditional Life

I. Community Wellness and
Healing
To improve the health and wellness of the entire
community

Celebrate and strengthen our rich cultural
identity, traditions, and relationship to the
land

• Provide opportunities to address the
intergenerational effects and survivor trauma
from residential schools for members
• Address and prevent substance abuse within
the community through education programs
and workshops
• Provide recreation and activity programming for
youth and adults
• Provide opportunities to foster connection and
improve communication for and with off-reserve
members
• Fitness promotion and opportunities

• Regularly celebrate cultural ceremonies
and events
• Ensure traditional food security through
growing, hunting, harvesting, and sharing
our own food
• Expand cultural teachings in the traditional
territory by offering land-based programs
and tools
• Expand language programming for youth
and adults through education programs
and tools
• Provide more and diverse opportunities for
cultural teachings

III. Governance and
Administration

IV.Family and Social Conditions
Foster and promote healthy relationships
throughout the community

Provide strong transparent leadership and
communication that respects both traditional
and modern governance systems

• Create respectful relationships between
community members through
workshops and community events
• Develop policies that promote equity
and fairness within band administration
• Increase community social programming
through community events and
programs
• Increase safety and security of
community through bylaw enforcement
programs

• Assert our inherent Indigenous rights and title
to our land through negotiation and
partnership agreements with other
governments
• Improve communication between band
administration and members by offering
consistent and diverse methods
• Increase transparency of band administration,
leadership, and decision making by
communicating with members more
• Revitalize traditional governance structure

Figure 7: SFN Community Goals from Year 1
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Stellat’en Community Goals
Version 3

V.

VI.
Housing and Community
Infrastructure

Economic Development

Provide housing options and diverse
infrastructure that fulfills all our members
needs

Develop a sustainable economic base
that aligns with our Yinka Dené values
• Explore potential economic
opportunities in the tourism, retail,
service, and industry sectors
• Create meaningful long-term
employment positions that
facilitate our members to use their
talents and skills
• Create job opportunities for youth

VII.

• Provide affordable and comfortable
housing for all members through
renovation and construction of new
housing
• Create more recreation opportunities on
reserve and within our traditional
territory
• Upgrade existing community service
infrastructure
• Build and maintain community facilities
that facilitate social gathering

VIII. Environment and
Relationship to the Land

Education and Training

Build our capacity by providing
excellent education and training
•

•

Steward our lands for the many
generations to come

Provide opportunities for our
members that allows for
professional and personal skills
development
Provide professional development
for staff members (during working
hours/ paid training, Edu. &
Training Centre can supplement
min. wage/cost-sharing)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Adapt to wildfire risk through
fire safety and security initiatives
Protecting our waters (Cleaning
up the river)
Community garden
Sustainable forestry
Protecting fish habitat
Traditional medicine-making
and harvesting
Figure 7: SFN Community Goals from Year 1
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Future Planning Recommendations

After completing Year 1, Cody and Michelle left the CCP Coordinator, Roselita Louis, with several
recommendations. Unfortunately, Roselita was unable to continue forward as CCP Coordinator
due to her workload at school. Thus, the recommendations were left to us when we began in
September. An example of one of the items they had suggested was to validate the work
completed thus far, which we were able to do with our Timeline Exercise and also the help of the
Advisory Committee. They also encouraged building momentum and “buy-in” from the
community by doing door-to-door visits, setting up booths at well-attended events, and engaging
with the youth, all three of which we were able to accomplish. We also completed a Community
Skills Inventory, which was another suggestion, and submitted it to Stellat’en as one of our
deliverables at the end of the term. One other recommendation was to ensure that all members
were engaged and we were able to follow through with hosting clan/family-specific gatherings,
but we were not able to ensure there is representation from all clans in the CCP Advisory
committee. Although two of the clans are considerably small, with Stellaquo-based residents
equalling only three per group, it is still important to have all clans represented among the
committee and this will be a task for the new CCP Coordinator, Michelle Baker, to carry forward
into the Spring/Summer.
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Stellat’en CCP Year 2:
Our Planning
Practicum
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Timeline of Engagements 2019
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Figure 5: Timeline of
Engagements, 2019-2020

Timeline of Engagements 2020
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Figure 5 cont’d: Timeline
of Engagements, 20192020

Getting Started: Orienting ourselves to the project ahead
After reviewing and analyzing the capstone produced by Michelle and Cody, we had some basic
information as to what work was accomplished last year but we felt like we were just skimming
the surface and our path forward felt disjointed and unclear. Their capstone was written in a style
that was accessible and succinct enough to reach a diverse range of community members, not in
one which detailed the planning approaches and methodologies nor orienting us to the
established relationships. We met with Cody and Michelle in downtown Vancouver to transform
the brief paragraphs of the capstone into a more comprehensive and animated story. They both
spoke with passion and excitement as they detailed the events they held, the relationships they
built, and their learning experiences. Throughout our CCP journey with Stellat’en, Michelle
continuously made herself available to us to offer her support and answer our questions, whether
it be on Messenger, on the phone, or even in her living room. Thanks to each of you for your
guidance!

Meeting Stellat’en First Nation

Our first visit to Stellaquo was September 18, 2019, where we spent the day in the company of
our practicum supervisor, Shauna, and met with Adam Patrick, our host community contact. He
took us for a brief community tour in which we met with various staff members throughout the
community; Cynthia and Denise at the Health Centre, Dennis and Geraldine at the Language and
Culture Centre, and Angela and Tamara at the Education and Training Centre. We also went to
check out the new trails built by the Stellako River that were built by the community’s on-call fire
squad last summer. We turned some logs by the shore into an impromptu office and, as the river
rushed beside us, discussed the upcoming year and along with our expected deliverables.
The purpose of this visit was to establish relationships with key community figures, visit the
buildings that were available to us for hosting engagements, develop a greater understanding of
the community and its infrastructure, and to confirm our Community Learning Agreement and
draft work-plan.
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Adam Patrick

Shauna Johnson

CCP Involvement
Whereas community members are the main contributors to CCP and their value cannot be
overstated, CCP also requires support from many others to ensure its success.

Practicum Supervisor: Shauna Johnson

Shauna Johnson was our practicum supervisor, guiding us along our planning journey from late
summer 2019 until the very end. Shauna is an ICP graduate herself, completing the program in
2016 and now working as a marine use planner for W̱SÁNEĆ Leadership Council. Shauna provided
support with biweekly check-ins; direction and tools throughout the planning process;
proofreading community communications and other written work, accompanying us on some of
our community visits and providing feedback on our community engagements. She also provided
encouragement and ongoing support throughout the practicum; lending an ear when we were
having personal dilemmas and keeping us on track when we got ahead of ourselves with scope
creep. With her by our side, moments of doubt or confusion were met with tools and guidance,
equipping us to take on the greatest challenges we encountered.
.

Host Community Contact: Adam Patrick

Adam Patrick, Policy Analyst and Economic Development Officer for Stellat’en First Nation, was
our host community contact. Adam was who initiated the CCP-UBC partnership and directed
Michelle and Cody throughout the first year of partnership. Adam is a communications Rockstar;
always there to answer texts, get us contact information, connect us with different departments,
facilitate our event planning, and accompany us in some of our meetings. Adam has been a great
friend, too; standing outside in the dead of winter talking about music and recording equipment
(mostly with Chris as Ren pretended to be interested…) and also providing candid reflections on
some of our community engagements and relationships.
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CCP Advisory Committee (CCPAC)

In late October of 2019, we held our first meeting with the CCP Advisory Committee (CCPAC).
Nine committee members were in attendance and we began with a smudging ceremony at the
Language and Culture Centre. After taking the time necessary to allow for relationship-building
introductions, we recapped the CCPAC on the work completed by Cody and Michelle and
introduced where our work would begin. More specifically, we went over Cody and Michelle’s
second year CCP recommendations and asked the committee for their feedback. The
committee appreciated the intent of hosting small group meetings, purpose of the vision
statement, and offered their insight in creating awareness of the CCP process in the community.
They advised us to make phone calls, use social media, create a newsletter, and work with band
administration to help with generating interest in the community.
The topic of communication also came up in this meeting. Committee members shared with us
which method of communication they would prefer. Text and email were declared to be the
best modes of communication with the CCPAC.
When we asked what the CCPAC would like to have incorporated within the Stellat’en CCP,
healing and safety were addressed as the biggest underlying themes. Initiatives that incorporate
a possible ‘block watch program’ and ‘healing groups’ were voiced as ways of keeping members
safe and free from lateral violence in the community.
When our first meeting came to a close, we thanked the CCPAC for taking time to meet with
us. Shortly thereafter, a summary of minutes (See Appendix, p. 31) was distributed to CCPAC
members with respect to their aforementioned preferred method of contact.
In mid- December, we called for another CCPAC meeting to determine the best path forward
in our hiring process for a CCP Coordinator. Learning from last year’s data and also from some
of our engagements that nepotism is a widely-shared concern among the community, we
thought it best to act in accordance with their direction. We met with two members on
December 15th, and one on the following day, December 16th. Our attendance at these
meetings were low due to the fact that it was close to Christmas and everyone was busy
preparing for the holiday season. However, having the advice of the members who showed up
was very valuable. We looked through the several resumes that were submitted and discussed
important skills and qualities to look for in the CCP Coordinator, such as clerical skills, an
engaging and approachable personality, and passion for community wellness (See Appendix p.
61) for Hiring Info Document). We determined that the Band Manager, Victor, would choose
the hiring team.
In our third visit with the CCPAC, held in January, we met with three committee members at
the treaty office. The purpose of this meeting was: to share news of the newly hired CCP
Coordinator; ask for help in arranging data collected from most of our small group meetings;
and ask for their feedback on a creative artistic piece we plan on to gift the community as part
of our academic requirement.
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We informed the CCPAC how the CCP coordinator will be in an advantageous position of
handling delegated CCP work while we are away and also assisting us when we are in
community. Their input and assistance with categorizing the community data helped to affirm
the direction we were headed in with the CCP process. It also provided insight on how present
our findings to the community in a meaningful way.
For the artistic piece, a CCPAC member suggested that the sacred mountain, ‘Red Rock,’ be
incorporated within the landscape in acknowledgement of its sacred meaning to the
community.
At the meetings close, we thanked the CCPAC members for sharing their time with us. A
summary of minutes was sent to all members of the CCPAC. (See Appendix, p. 86 for meeting
minutes)

Staff and Leadership

Recognizing that it will be staff and leadership carrying the CCP forward, it is paramount to
have their involvement throughout the process. We first met with both staff and leadership in
October 2019 to review the goals and objectives identified in year one. This first meeting was
challenging because having both staff and leadership in the room seemed to cause tension.
We started to discuss the several objectives for Community Wellness and Healing. Granted,
this was a heavy topic with which to begin the meeting and in retrospect we thought a less
emotional topic would have been better suited. It was advised to meet with staff separately
from Chief and Council to allow for greater freedom of speech, which we considered for our
next engagement with staff.
Our next meeting with staff was much more effective. Also having an activity to participate in
created much more ease and fluidity. Everyone joined in and worked together, discussing each
action-item in small groups; making us realize that this was perhaps a good team-building
activity for staff members as well as data input for the CCP! We also wanted to make the space
inviting and so brought snacks, tea and coffee, and included an ice-breaker that had people
crying from laughter.
This was a great learning experience for us; letting the energy of a room guide us towards new
approaches and motivating us to A) do some background research on community dynamics
and B) develop alternative engagement methods.
In our February visit, we also met with staff according to departments responsible for carrying
through the different focus areas within the CCP. We formatted the condensed data into a
chart with a ranking system that assessed the feasibility of each action-item in terms of: Staff
capacity; Financial reality; Duration of implementation; and Ease of implementation. (See
section titled Data Analysis for more detail on this step of the CCP Process)

-Encouraging CCP enthusiasm
-And so much more!
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Staff have been instrumental and supportive of the CCP process in other ways, as well. For
example, they provided support with:
- Helping us book spaces and host engagements
- Meeting with us to discuss Binta Lake and Bullying in Fraser Lake
- Guiding us about cultural protocol and governance structures
- Printing materials
- Encouraging CCP enthusiasm
- And so much more!

CCP Coordinators

A CCP Coordinator was successfully hired by administration with the support of Cody and Michelle
in year one. Unfortunately, the candidate was unable to maintain the position due to high demands
of schoolwork. Working without a CCP Coordinator is certainly possible, but having one is highly
valuable. Having a CCP coordinator on the grounds at all times allows for connection and
engagement that we, as students living in Vancouver, simply cannot accomplish. For example, it
was challenging to hear that Elders felt they were being left out. Despite having hosted an Elderspecific engagement, only two were in attendance. From this we learned that there were either
communication or accessibility issues and that we needed to go to them instead of asking them to
come to us. We also recognized a need to have a CCP Coordinator based in Prince George to
better include off-reserve members in the CCP process.
We began advertising the CCP coordinator positions in November through our small clan
engagements and also through the monthly newsletters. It wasn’t until December that we started
receiving some interest and the administration posted an official job posting on the Stellat’en
Facebook Page. We also met with the CCP Advisory Committee during our December visit to
discuss the skill sets required of an ideal CCP Coordinator and to discuss the best way to move
forward in the hiring process to avoid nepotism (something that has been voiced as an issue in
many of our engagements). It was decided, with the help of the Band Manager, that the hiring
committee would be Adam, Ken Luggi (a representative of the CCP Advisory Committee and also
band council member), and Ren (a non-partisan representative well-versed in CCP).
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In early January we conducted five interviews via conference calls; four for the local Stellaquo
position and one for the Prince George position. The interview questions were as follows:
1. If you could make one change to Stellaquo, without any boundaries or inhibiting factors,
what would it be?
2. Do you feel that community members find you approachable?
3. Have you spent time volunteering in the community?
4. What made you want to apply for this position?
5. What are your weaknesses?
6. What does favouritism mean to you and how would you avoid it within your planning
work?
7. Can you provide work examples? (Reports, etc.)
After all interviews were conducted, Adam, Ken, and Ren had a final conference call to discuss
the interviews and decide on who to hire. Michelle Baker was chosen for the Stellaquo position
due to her passionate responses and social skills. Alberta Alec was the only candidate for Prince
George but was perfectly experienced and skilled for the position!
Michelle Baker has been an excellent addition to our CCP team! She shadowed all of our
meetings and engagements for both January and February. Having additional support by
someone who is well-immersed in the community has been incredibly beneficial, providing us
with her perspective and support in community protocol, norms, awareness and culture. She has
also been instrumental in her ability to track down community members, delivering supplies,
supporting community members who require extra assistance during engagements, and
ultimately being a CCP cheerleader. Michelle was also able to extend herself directly to
individual community members while we were out of community.

Michelle Baker
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For Alberta Alec things have been a bit slower in getting started but she began by creating a
directory of Stellat’en members located in PG, complete with their contact information and
preferred methods of communication. We were hoping to have Alberta organize a PG
engagement in April allowing for members to gather and watch the livestream of our community
presentation, but COVID-19 has affected our ability to gather in large groups.
Detailed work plans will be drafted in April to support both CCP Coordinators to continue their
work throughout the summer (COVID 19-dependent). Some of the areas that they will cover are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement a quick-start project regarding anti-bullying
Continue the CCP newsletters
Help find a youth representative
Work on an improved communication strategy
Work on a comprehensive history of Stellat'en FN. (Michelle and Cody did not get to this
and had left it with the CCP Coordinator who was unable to do so)
Expand the advisory committee to include a Bear and a Beaver member
Creating a CCP logo that represents Stellat’en people, the land, and the overall vision of
the CCP

Elders Involvement

Everyone has a role to play in a community. We honour Stellat’en Elders for their cultural
knowledge, family ties, and community history. Although the input shared with us by the two
Elders who made it out to our ‘tea-time’ in December was valuable and highly directive, we
realized we needed to adapt our engagement strategy in order to reach more members of this
demographic. Going to them instead of asking them to come to us was the amendment we
eagerly wanted to make but could not accomplish within our short visits. However, once a CCP
Coordinator was hired we were able to provide Elders the slow appreciative visits we hoped for.
The CCP coordinator shared with us a 2007 document called the, “Stellat’en First Nation Planning
Workshop Report.” Similar to what could be defined as a CCP, it addressed gaps and potential
solutions to issues in the community. One suggestion (among other relevant propositions) made
in this document was, ‘Visiting Elders.’ As historians and cultural knowledge holders, Elders’ input
and engagement in Stellaquo remain ever more important in the CCP process today as it was
thirteen years ago. In this regard, we are committed to hold space for Elders to be heard and
included in the CCP. Michelle’s notes affirmed that many of Elders’ wishes for the community are
congruent with the data we have collected from the clan and off-reserve gatherings. With
Michelle’s leadership, the additional items will be considered next year in the development of
implementation strategies.
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The purpose of Michelle’s house visits with Elders was to
A) Ensure they were informed and aware of the current
CCP process, B) collect input on community goals,
objectives, and action-items, and C) gain feedback and a
vote on the community vision statements. We provided
her with a summary of the goals, objectives, and an
example of an action-item relative to each objective. (See
Appendix, p. 93) Michelle was enthusiastic and honoured
to interview Elders but asked for some clear direction. We
guided her to let the relationship guide the process and
to be clear about the objectives of the visit and also
transparent about how the information will be used.
Michelle had a great time visiting Elders and said they
appreciated being visited and also really enjoyed the
homemade cookies she brought with her! (See Appendix,
p. 96, for Michelle’s notes from the Elder visits)

Community member Elder,
Emma Baker

We were told that most Elders were reluctant to vote on the vision statement. However, there was
one entry that was given back to the coordinator which read, “Be. Do. Have.” Although this entry
appeared to be simple, it carries all the characteristics necessary for creating positive change in the
community. Moreover, part of being a planner sometimes requires one to read between the lines
to create meaning. Therefore, we took this 3-word statement, in the context of community, to be
interpreted as, “Be committed and Do what it takes to Have what you want.” In other words,
change is possible if people are willing to work towards a goal.

Youth Representation

When we first came together in late October to
meet with the CCPAC, one of the considerations
the CCPAC offered was for greater youth
representation. Youth events had been hosted by
Michelle and Cody the previous year, but there was
no youth representation within the CCPAC. For
engagements within our subsequent community
visits, we made sure to announce in our
introductions that we were looking for a youth
representative to join the CCPAC. We also noted it
in our monthly CCP newsletters and created a ‘Role
and Responsibilities’ document (See Appendix, p.
45) that we could refer community members to for
details. Unfortunately, we have yet to secure a
youth representative and encourage the CCP
Coordinator and/or next year’s students to
continue this pursuit!
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Recognizing the need for youth input beyond one
representative, we also hosted engagements that

Communication Strategy

Gordie Luggi at the
Band Office

Although the Communications Strategy developed
by Cody and Michelle only included input from 29
respondents, we still followed their communications
advice. Particularly, we used the Stellat’en FN
Facebook Page to post events, newsletters, polls (i.e.
for the vision statement voting) and surveys (i.e.
SurveyMonkey link for the Community Skills
Inventory). We also had administration and our CCP
Coordinator help promote our events by printing
event posters and notices and posting them in the
Band Office, the New Hall, and the Slenyah store. We
also sent our newsletters to the contacts in our
Stellat’en CCP Gmail contacts list. Although the
highest percentage (75%), according to the
information passed along by Michelle and Cody,
suggested word-of-mouth as a preferred method,
this is hard to accomplish when we are not physically
in the community. When we were in Stellaquo,
however, Gordie Luggi aided us in the word-ofmouth strategy as he was incredibly helpful in
notifying those who walked into the Band Office
about our engagements!
Communication still seems to be a challenge. We had
a few members share with us that they felt left out;
not just with the CCP process but with Band affairs in
general. There are many members who do not use
computers, and many who do not see the posters in
the high-traffic locations, either. This will be an
initiative spearheaded by the CCP Coordinators
moving into the Spring with the suggestion of having
a database of how particular members prefer to be
contacted. This database will also include which
members are responsible for sharing information
that’s posted on Facebook with offline members. We
also encourage exploring a phone-chain that can act
as a domino-effect in spreading information. Of
course, there are often broken links in chains so this
idea might only make it to the pilot project stage!
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Survey

Our first attempt at community engagement began with a survey (see Appendix, p. 32) with the
purpose of discovering areas of priority for members based on the eight community topics
determined in Year 1. The survey included several demographic questions including age, gender,
band membership and on-reserve or off-reserve (we later decided to use the appropriate place
names [Stellaquo, Fraser Lake, Prince George, etc.] in our communications instead of this
polarizing and colonial terminology). The next two questions included two charts; the first chart
was for ranking the eight topics in order of priority/importance and then the second chart was to
help prioritize each topic in relation to specific timeframes (current-2 years, 3-5 years, and 6-10+
years). The survey was also complemented with an information sheet that outlined the CCP and
the eight topics along with their associated goals and objectives.
This was our first survey, and we quickly learned to have someone proofread and test our surveys
in the future. The instructions were not well understood, leading us to realize that we were not
as clear and specific as we could have been. We attribute this learning lesson to the fact we were
working in haste and assumed people filling out the survey would understand and know how to
thoroughly fill out and complete it. Furthermore, the second chart was awkward for most
members to fill out as many found it confusing. However, we did receive some valuable
information from the survey, such as: community goal rankings; information for the community
skills inventory; contact information for those interested in being informed about the CCP
process; and receiving our newsletters.
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Figure 6: Stellat’en CCP topics ranked by order
of importance by community members

Door-to-Door Visits

Another significant outcome of the survey was our method of distributing them. We gained access
to a map of Stellaquo through Adam and then went door-to-door paying visits to community
members. Considering that Halloween was in just a few days, we did a reverse trick-or-treat by
offering candies and chocolates to community members who opened their doors! Our door-to-door
visits not only helped us gain a greater understanding of Stellaquo but helped us meet with a number
of people who had not yet heard about CCP. Thus, we were able to tell them about the process and
extend invitations to engagement sessions we were hosting during that visit (Bingo night). Although
we were able to meet with many new folks, we learned that leaving surveys with the instructions of
returning them to the band office is not a method that has a high success rate; in the end, only a
couple were handed in. It was also realized that door-to-door visits required more time than
previously anticipated. Our resolve in this approach was to tally the totals from completed surveys
and use them as a sample sized guide in our meetings with small groups. The challenges we
experienced with the survey led us to realize that we needed to try another approach; be mindful
that we are clear in what we are sharing and that people understand what is being asked of them.

In combination with the recommendation to host smaller, clan-based engagements, we developed
the Timeline Activity which enabled community members to review action items that were gathered
the previous year, add to them if desired, and place them on a timeline which determined the
precedence of that action item. This will be discussed further in the section titled Timeline Exercise.
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Community Goals Diagram

Upon revision of the topics and goals identified last year we came to realize that there were many
overlapping elements that the siloed categorization couldn’t quite communicate. With some Venn
diagram inspiration, a flower began to emerge as we placed topics side by side, with an intentional
slight overlap of shared space. We added some pointed angles to the circles to resemble petals to
further demonstrate the flower we were seeing.
We thought a flower was a perfect symbol for the community because it represents beauty, peace,
resilience, flow, patience, continuity, and connection. This design brought the different topics
together in a holistic way that depicted the interconnectedness of community. As Datta quotes,
“Indigenous epistemology centres on relationships; the idea that we all live in relation to one
another and the world around us, that we are all interconnected” (2020, p. 168).
The diagram places ‘Governance and Administration’ in the centre because it is staff, chief, and
council who will be the most responsible for carrying out the vision of the CCP. However, there is
also a ring around the interior circle with each of the clans represented. This is to symbolize the
traditional governance structures that are to inform governance, but to not necessarily interfere (as
we learned from Dennis and Geraldine in a meeting about how to include Balhats in the CCP: See
section Incorporating Culture and Balhats below for more detail). It also represents the whole
community and that all members have a role in working toward the community vision.
Presenting the flower diagram to the community was well received. Other than explaining what the
scope of the topics and goals were, the groups recognized and appreciated the themes of
connection and relationships embedded within the design. In one particular meeting, a community
member shared their observation with the group by pointing out overlapping hearts between the
goals. As a result of our engagements with participants, their appreciation of the chart affirmed
that we were making positive strides by creating a space of meaning and understanding with
community members.
‘Environment and Relationship to the Land’ is a topic that an outside consulting company had
already hosted community engagements for. Stellat’en FN has been working with this group to
develop a land-use plan. So as not to repeat processes, we left this topic out of our engagements,
but understand it to still be an integral component to the community goals and so included it within
our CCP flower diagram.
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Figure 7: Community Goals Diagram
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STELLAT’EN CCP FOCUS
AREAS AND GOALS
Community Wellness and Healing
Improve the health and wellness of the entire community

Family and Social Conditions
Foster and promote healthy relationships throughout the community

Education and Training
Build our capacity by providing excellent education and training

Economic Development
Develop a sustainable economic base that aligns with our Yinka
Dené values

Housing and Community Infrastructure
Provide housing options and diverse infrastructure that fulﬁlls all our
members’ needs

Environment and Relationship to the Land
Steward our lands for the generations to come

Cultural Vibrancy and Traditional Life
Celebrate and strengthen our rich cultural identity and traditions

Figure 7: Community Goals Diagram cont’d
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Creation of the Timeline Exercise
In realizing the necessity to develop a method for community members to engage with the data
collected in Year 1 in a more interactive and process-oriented way, we created an activity that
allowed for each action-item to be examined individually and assessed by perceived priority.
To do this, we came up with a collaborative activity that also helped to distinguish between topics,
goals, objectives, and action-items. We divided several large sheets of chart paper into different
periods of time; Now, 0-5 years, 5-10 years, 11-20 years. Each chart paper represented a different
community focus-area/goal (Economic Development, Housing and Infrastructure, Community
Wellness and Healing, Family and Social Conditions, Governance and Administration, Culture and
Traditional Life, and Education and Training).
We also wrote down each action-item that was determined last year onto small, sticky-note-sized
pieces of construction paper. Action-items were then grouped into little envelopes that were
labeled with associated objectives. This helped participants understand the broad-to-specific
differences between topics/focus areas, goals, objectives, and actions which then helped to
create additional action-items that were specific in scope.
Figure 8: graphic displaying the
process of the Timeline Activity.
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Community members divided themselves into small groups with each group focused on a particular
topic. After a group completed their placing and adding action-items, we then instructed
participants to rotate to a new topic, allowing everyone to have an opportunity to review and add
to the different topics. After a full rotation, we snapped photos of each topic with their associated
placements of goals and then input this information electronically. (See Appendix, p. 130, for raw
data)

Agenda for the Time-Line Exercise Engagements

We brought this exercise to seven separate engagements. Following the recommendations of Cody
and Michelle, we wanted members to have the opportunity to engage in smaller groups, specifically
as clans. The five clans of Stellat’en are Luk Sil Yoo (Caribou), Dumten Yoo (Bear), Lhtseh Yoo (Frog),
Tsa Yoo (Beaver), and Lhtsumus Yoo (Grouse), with the latter two often combining together as one
due to small membership. We therefore hosted four clan-specific Timeline Exercise engagements
in Stellaquo, as well as one with staff (completed in two separate meetings). The two other
gatherings were for off-reserve members in Prince George (PG) and Vancouver.
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Each agenda for the Timeline Exercise was nearly identical. We began with dinner, allowing
everyone to meet with each other and socialize. In Stellaquo, the events were catered by community
members, and in PG and Vancouver, pizza dinners were provided. Satiated and settled, we moved
into acknowledgements (territory, gratitude for member attendance) and personal introductions.
We then introduced the goal diagram, speaking to the data collected the year before and also
emphasized the symbolism and overall design. The actual Timeline Exercise often took
approximately an hour and a half to complete, depending on the number of members involved. For
the smaller clans, with only a few members participating, we had to follow up on alternate dates for
completion. To wrap up the evening, we opened the floor for questions and comments, allowing
members to share their experiences with us. For a couple of the engagements, this took quite some
time due to heightened emotions as members took the opportunity to share important dialogue
about the community’s future.

At the conclusion of the evening, door prizes were drawn and three lucky members took home
some special treats (large beef roasts to feed a whole family and some other goodies!)
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Data Analysis

Recognizing the enormity of data we were receiving with each additional engagement, we condensed
the action items by wrapping similar ideas into one comprehensive action-item. To do this, we removed
duplicate ideas and additional comments after some of the engagements, allowing for less action-items
for the following groups to work through. Taking photos of each clan’s completed timelines enabled us
to account for the additional comments we removed. The photos also recorded the time-specific
placement of each of the action-items. All group-specific data was recorded into a virtual database to
ensure every piece of information was accounted for and could be used for future revision. We will also
provide each department with a copy of the raw data. Further, the virtual database also served to
quantify the ‘Community Support’ column in the following step, Prioritizing Actions (discussed further
in the next section).
After all Timeline Exercise engagements were completed, we brought the resulting data to the CCP
Advisory Committee to participate in the organizing and grouping of ideas and action-items, affirming
that things were where they should be. We did this because we wanted to include community members
in the data analysis and make it a participatory step in the CCP. We had a poster on the wall that
provided some suggestions in sorting the data. These included:
- Are they complete action-items? (rather than comments or values)
- Do any of them need clarification?
- Does the categorization of actions within the objectives make sense to you?
- Can any objectives be combined?
- Are the action-items specific?
-Is there any overlap with other topics/goals/objectives?
Whereas the inclusion of the CCP Advisory Committee appealed to us because it aligned with the
community-driven values of CCP, in practice it was actually not very useful. It made us realize that having
many minds trying to make sense of isolated sections of data is less practical than one mind overseeing
the greater picture. For example, some action-items that were activity/programming based were found
in ‘Healing and Community Wellness’, but made more sense to be added to ‘Family and Social
Conditions’ under the objective ‘Provide recreation and activity programs for youth and adults that
bring the community together’. Yet, the CCPAC members who were assigned to ‘Healing and
Community Wellness’ would not have necessarily known that the aforementioned objective existed.
Ultimately, we found ourselves re-grouping data sets preceding this meeting with the CCPAC.
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Prioritizing Actions
With last years’ results having been revised, added to and verified with community members, it
was now time to deliver this information to staff (and some community members who had
interest/knowledge in one of the topics) to seek their opinions in terms of priority and capacity.
The charts included rows of action-items (with corresponding objective and goal) and columns
with several indicators; Financial reality; Staff capacity; Ease of implementation; Number of
years to implement; and Community support. These indicators were inspired by the worksheet
titled ‘Cost and Feasibility Evaluation’ in the Nishnawbe Askii Development Fund Toolkit (2017,
p.105).
For most topics/focus areas it was very clear which staff members were responsible for their
implementation (e.g. Cultural Vibrancy and Traditional Life would be Dennis Patrick or Candice
George at the Culture and Language Centre). However, there were a couple of topics/focus
areas in which the corresponding staff member was unclear, such as Family and Social
Conditions, which had no associated department. Thus, for this topic, objectives were divided
among most appropriate departments. For example, the objective “Provide recreation and
activity programs for youth and adults that bring the community together” was moved to
Community Wellness and Healing; recognizing it as a contributor to Community Wellness.
In one trip over the span of 3 days our CCP team (Ren, Chris, and CCP Coordinator, Michelle
Baker) were able to meet with all corresponding departments and receive the data we required.
These meetings were productive and efficient, but also inspired some beautiful conversations!
We took notes during each meeting and were sure to record important information on the
sidebar of each chart. For the most part, department heads were very curious to learn about
the values and hopes of community members. Candice George, who had just begun working
at the Language and Culture Centre, told us that receiving community data for ‘Cultural
Vibrancy and Traditional Life’ was incredibly useful in creating her work plan for the next few
months as she had stepped into the position without much direction.
One complication we encountered in this step was receiving data that appeared to not have
been given critical thought, as every action, in all columns, was ranked as a 5. To remedy the
erroneous data, we asked Adam who else might be able to speak for this particular topic and
had them fill out the chart, instead.
For the ‘Community Support’ column, we referred to our master database from the clan, staff,
and off-reserve engagements. This was a daunting task. We had nearly one hundred actionitems, and the realization that we had to search through our master database to see where each
and every action-item was placed on the timeline was overwhelming. However, it was what was
necessary in accounting for community support. The placement of each action-item was tallied
(with the help of the command +F shortcut) and then given a rank between 1 (low community
support) to 5 (high community support).
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With Shauna’s direction, the ranking was determined with some liberty; estimating a number
based on how many tallies were in each time slot (Now; 0-5 years, 6-10 years, 10-20 years)
and also on our perspectives as planners after having been present at each engagement and
listening to community conversations. Therefore, this method blended both qualitative and
quantitative data analysis methodology.
With all columns accounted for, the next step was to break the numbers down into
comparable values. To do this, we divided the totals of staff’s ranking by 4, giving us the
average ranking and in the same value range as Community Support (out of 5). These two
numbers were then added together giving us a final ranking out of 10, allowing for priority
action-items to reveal themselves.
For each goal, we took the action-items that scored 7/10 or higher to create the foundation
of the CCP. (See Appendix, p. 85, for the charts)

Incorporating Culture and Balhats

“Over the years, I had the honour and experience of participating in a few Balhats’ in
Stellaquo. My roles have changed depending on circumstance; sometimes I was a worker,
sometimes I was a guest. As an active participant and witness to the Balhats, I became aware
as to how the cultural practice works as a traditional governance structure by informing all
ceremonial and business affairs done through the protocols of song, dance, prayer, speech,
discussions, food, and gifting. In these sacred spaces, I did my best to be present, make
myself available, and do what was asked of me to serve the people in attendance in a good
way. Hearing about Balhats may partially inform your ‘understanding’ of the traditional
practice. However, the experience is holistically ‘realized’ through active involvement. You
have to be there to feel it.” - Chris
In our visits to the language & cultural centre, we had the honour of being informed by cultural
advisors Geraldine Gunanoot and Dennis Patrick as to how Balhats functions within
community. When we asked how traditional governance works with the modern governance
structure, we were told they are independent structures that work alongside each other but
do not interfere in each other’s affairs. This is so that one system does not dilute or reframe
meaning in the other. Through discussion, we found the values embedded within Balhats
work to maintain governance, culture, and language. Moreover, although Stellat’en members
adapt to day-to-day life outside the community, Balhats has and remains to be an important
ontological space for members to gather and come together; Balhats is a sacred space of
being, belonging, and becoming.
In our meetings with smaller groups, we realized that some of the most intrinsic values held
by members surfaced as a word or thought and became a part of the vision statement. These
words also connect to the flower diagram, as well. Interconnected relationships and values
are the basis from which all our efforts inform our practice when working with the community.
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Thank you to Peter Luggi
for providing this photo
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Engagements
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Bingo!

During one of our first visits in late October, we hosted a bingo night at the new hall for the
community. The purpose of this engagement was to introduce ourselves to the community in a playful
and fun way and to briefly explain the process and significance of CCP. We also wanted to create a
welcoming, friendly and comfortable space where questions about CCP were clearly welcomed.
Overall, bingo night proved to be a great primer for relationship building between ourselves and
community members. We thanked our guests for coming out for the evening and held a door prize
draw for them before they left.
A valuable lesson from this engagement was that we must always be prepared for anything, even
when we believe we have covered all of the details. For example, we forgot to ask guests to bring
dabbers, which should have been communicated on our initial social media posting. Our contingency
plan to accommodate guests that did not bring dabbers worked, though not as planned. Also, we
spent the night calling out bingo numbers at the top of our lungs in a crowded and noisy gymnasium
when a microphone system was only forty feet away. A lesson we will not forget!
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Youth and Kids Events
During our visit in the latter half of December 2019, we hosted our first youth engagement
(See Appendix, p. 55 for the event poster). We organized a variety of activities including
Christmas-card making, a team exercise including marshmallows and skewer sticks, and a
Charades-meets-Pictionary game. We also brought snacks and beverages, making sure to
always feed our guests. The purpose of this engagement was to collect youth input on most
desired community actions that were youth-specific. We prepared for this by writing out on
chart paper the youth-specific action-items we had gathered up to this point and asking youth
to place a sticker on the ideas they most wished for (a.k.a. dotmocracy!). The event began and
we waited patiently for youth to arrive but the clock ticked on and no one showed up. We
made Christmas cards by ourselves as we sat in hopeful anticipation. An hour and a half later,
a youth walked in the door! We eagerly welcomed him and had a casual conversation as he
didn’t seem too interested in our planned activities. The one youth provided us with some
great action-item ideas (See Appendix, p. 60) as well as suggestions how to garner more youth
interest. We were grateful for the insight he shared with us and offered him a gift for his
contributions.
In January, we tried again to gain the interest of the youth. This time we came with Amazon
gift cards as door prizes and this seemed to do the trick! We had ten youth come out for opengym time and water-colour painting. Chris tested his endurance and kept up with the youth in
a game of hockey and Ren showcased her love for painting at the art table. Both activities
proved to be valuable tools in building rapport with the youth. During the end of the session,
guests were asked to place stickers on our dotmocracy charts, providing us with a greater vision
of what youth value and revealing priorities to incorporate within the CCP.
The following day, we prepared an hour-long session for kids aged 5-10. This engagement was
similar to the previous day's event in our setup of tables, light snacks, and drinks, but with
a different activity for the kids. A large poster with big text reading ‘Stellaquo’ was used as a
medium for the children to draw what they would like to see Stellaquo become. A few side
conversations emerged as they began to draw and color their creative visions of their
community. We observed the creation of hotels, amusement rides, and animals. Beyond the
literal drawings of structures and creatures, we looked beyond the images to discover a deeper
meaning in the children’s work. Messages of hospitality, happiness, and care appeared to be
embedded throughout the poster. The remainder of our time was spent playing games and
running around the gym at the New Hall. At the close of our engagement, we gifted all five of
our young guests with more Amazon gift cards and let them know how important their input
is.
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Figure 9: Graph depicting
Stellat’en Youth Interests

Results in the dotmocracy session revealed a 3-way, first place tie between: 1) Weekly games night,
2) Skating rink, and 3) Binta Lake cultural camp. While Binta Lake may take some time to be realized,
accommodating a weekly games night for youth is a potential short-term possibility. Second place
determined a 4-way tie with all votes in this placing involving social and physically active interests.
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Elders’ Tea

The purpose of hosting an Elder’s tea was to create a space for Elders in the community to
participate in the CCP process in a warm and welcoming atmosphere. We hosted it at the
Language and Culture Centre, a location with a comforting environment and the use of a kitchen
to make tea and coffee. We put on some Christmas music to bring a light tone to the space and
also brought freshly baked goods and arranged them nicely on a platter.
We advertised the event using three different methods of communication: in-person; phone
calls; and social media. On the day of our engagement, we had only 2 Elders arrive, both of
whom are members of the CCPAC.
The two Elders shared with us that it is challenging for some Elders to get to an engagement
session since some do not drive or have access to the internet. When asked how they think would
be the best way to raise awareness and inclusivity, they responded with a simple, yet direct
answer. “You have to make time to visit people, check up on them and see how they’re doing,
and not just for election purposes.” It was clear that the best method to contact people was to
meet them directly.
Acting as both Elders and CCPAC representatives, they provided some CCP-related information
and also some directions in the hiring of a CCP Coordinator. For the CCP, they spoke to
communication complications within the community, more community dinners for members in
Prince George and Vancouver, Elder visits from Chief and Council, and more recreational
activities for the youth (See Appendix, p. 60, for notes). Regarding the CCP Coordinator, they
provided a list of qualities to look for in the candidate. These notes were incorporated into the
Hiring Info document (See Appendix, p. 58).
At the closing of the Elder’s tea, we thanked and gifted the Elders for their thoughts and time
with a prayer bundle composed of 4 medicines; sage, cedar, tobacco, and sweetgrass.
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Christmas Feast

The Christmas lights and decor created a warm and
welcoming atmosphere. Laughter, chatter, eating, and
singing were happening all at once. This was a great
time for us to visit with and converse with community
members we met in our small group meetings. At one
point, one of us was ‘volun-told’ (asked) to put on an
unscripted performance for the children at the feast.
As part of being in the service to the community, this
was a chance to step into an unfamiliar role that was
less formal which ultimately created the allowance for
all of us to be in the moment while being embraced by
the spirit of community.
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“The room was
doing eighty
percent of the
job”
(Parker, 2018, p. 54).

Quick Start Projects
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Youth Coordinator

While conducting interviews for our CCP Coordinator, we learned that the one of the candidates,
while not exactly suited for the intended position of CCP Coordinator, was perhaps a great candidate
as a youth coordinator. Activities and programming for youth was an action-item that presented
itself repeatedly throughout our multiple engagements. In realizing there was CCP funding allocated
towards quick start projects, we hired this candidate to run programming for youth a couple times a
week and wrote up a job description (see Appendix, p. 84) outlining some of the activities that had
been voiced by youth throughout the past couple years of CCP. The position was not quick to get
off the ground due to a family illness and then COVID-19 disallowing social gathering, however, the
position is ready to be picked up again when circumstances become less severe.

Anti-Bullying Strategy

It became evident in our small group meetings that parents in the community are concerned for their
children currently enrolled in public schools in the nearby community of Fraser Lake. Community
members shared with us that bullying and racial harassment are affecting the wellbeing of their
children and their ability to learn, free from discrimination by their peers.
We invited a community member to speak with us and offer his insight on mitigating the issue. They
shared with us the story of a cultural exchange that has happened at the health centre between
community members and medical students. The purpose of these meetings was to create a
foundation of shared learning, reciprocal respect, and more importantly, cultural insight to inform
and involve non-Indigenous peoples into Dakelh ways of being. This pilot project was a success
because it immersed culture into the exchange which resulted in a better understanding of, and
more appreciation for, Indigenous culture; an opportunity most health care professionals never get
the chance to experience in their field of practice. By using this example, it was suggested to us that
a similar model involving teaching staff could potentially result in a positive outcome for Fraser Lake
public school educators, Stellat’en youth, and their peers.
To begin this dialogue between Fraser Lake and Stellaquo, the name of a native liaison worker
employed at one of the schools in Fraser Lake was provided to us by a community member, and
later confirmed as a reputable contact by another. We drafted a letter (See Appendix, p. 74) to the
liaison worker introducing who we are, what we are doing, and what was addressed as a concern for
parents in Stellaquo regarding their children attending public schools in Fraser Lake. We also based
a section of the letter on research regarding a tripartite working agreement in place between First
Nations Education Steering Committee (FNESC), provincial, and federal governments to address the
wellbeing of Aboriginal students enrolled in BC public schools. The CCP coordinator has since taken
this task on by meeting with the liaison worker at one of the public schools in Fraser Lake. We are
hopeful and remain optimistic these meetings will resume and gradually grow into bigger positive
discussions and actions between teachers and parents for the benefit of the children.

“Educational institutions and Canadians from all walks of life are
responsible for taking action on reconciliation in concrete ways, working
collaboratively with Aboriginal peoples”
78 2015, p. 185).
(Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada,

Binta Lake Cultural Camp/ Meeting at Nadleh

We first became aware of the Binta Lake Cultural Camp initiative through the work completed for Stellat’en
in the previous year by Cody and Michelle and we continued to hear it brought up throughout many of our
engagements. Upon reading the Stellat’en First Nation Planning Workshop Report we learned that the
development of a Binta Lake healing centre was mentioned as a priority area of interest to the community
since at least 2007. Binta Lake Cultural Camp is dreamed to serve as both a camp and a healing centre for
Stellat’en members and would accommodate many socio-cultural and healing-based action-items identified
in our engagements.
In November, Adam took us to meet with members of Nadleh Whut’en First Nation to learn about the
cultural camp they established a number of years ago. Nadleh’s camp is primarily focussed on written and
spoken language transmission as well as other engaging cultural activities such as: direct exposure to
ceremony; hands-on practice of processing and preserving traditional foods (berries and fish); and other
traditional protocols in which many youths actively take part. The camp also involves a healing centre that
allows for rehabilitation for members experiencing addictions. Members from outside nations are welcome
to both the cultural camp and the healing centre, however, there is often a waiting list. This is one reason
why Stellat’en members would like to see their own cultural camp built; to guarantee more access and
participation in cultural activities for all Stellat’enne.
In our meeting with Nadleh Whut’en members, we were given information to garner an understanding of
what is required in the planning and operations of a successful cultural camp. This information included:
number of staff; campers; youth, traditional/ cultural activities involved; number of cabins; sources of funding,
infrastructure, etc. We condensed the information and shared our findings in a scheduled Binta Lake meeting
the following month in Stellaquo.
This meeting was held in mid-December. We met with key community members who had interest in the
development of the Binta Lake cultural camp and discussed a number of elements to consider in the planning
process. It was determined that a feasibility study could happen as early as spring, 2020. Community
members in attendance provided valuable input for what they would like to see in the camp as well as
important considerations associated with the cost of infrastructure (See Appendix, p. 56, for meeting
minutes).
One of the community members in attendance had mentioned they are moving ahead with building their
own cultural facilities on their property to accommodate the cultural needs of Stellaquo; similar to Binta
Lake, but on a smaller scale closer to the community. At a later date in the new year, the same community
member shared with us that they were having discussions regarding a partnership agreement with the
Stellat'en Health Centre to incorporate a space and place for healing in their building plans. However, the
finances secured by the Health Centre may have to be spent on Binta Lake Cultural Camp directly, according
to the finding application.
In our February meeting held at the New Hall, we set up a table to answer questions and share with
community members what we learned about the Binta Lake Cultural Camp initiative. Our findings were based
upon information received from the Nadleh literature, and the Binta Lake meeting held at the Stellaquo band
office in December, 2019. It is our understanding that there is a lot of preliminary work to be done and that
the project itself is a mass undertaking. However, with the help of next year’s CCP students and the
leadership of community members, we remain optimistic that the cultural camp will one day be realized for
the benefit of Stellat’enne for years to come.
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Deliverables
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Vision Statement

One of the activities initiated in every small group gathering was to invite all participants to be a
part of a facilitated exercise to develop a vision statement. At the end of each meeting we asked
group members to relax their breathing, close their eyes, and listen to our voice as we guided them
through a visualization exercise. All participants were asked to imagine they were an eagle flying
high over their community; time did not exist as we know it and community members were free to
fly into the past, glide within the present or soar into the future. From here participants were guided
to take notice of the people walking on the ground beneath them. They were told they had the
ability to see, feel, and intuit the communal heart condition and mind state of everyone in their
community. With this awareness, they were asked, “What are your hopes for your fellow community
members?” In this final part of the exercise, we encouraged everyone to think of words or thoughts
that depicted their visions. When they were ready to open their eyes, we asked them to write the
visions they had experienced.
This activity gave participants, “a rare chance to share with each other what they do not typically
share” (Erfan, 2016, p. 40). In total, we received over one hundred words and thoughts from all
participants. These were used to generate four vision statement versions that were then brought
back to the community for voting. We brought voting sheets to all of our community meetings and
events in February and also created a poll on the community Facebook page.
These are the four versions of vision statements based on data collected from all small group
meetings:
V1- Connected to each other and sustained by our traditional
lands since time immemorial, we row forward together as our
ancestors have done for us as one spirit, one mind, and one
heart.
V2- Envisioning our shared future together begins by embracing
our Dakelh values of love, respect, connection, generosity,
honesty, peace, pride, and joy. As a nation, we all carry forward
the responsibility of teaching our cultural wisdom and traditional
customs to our children through Balhats.
V3- Envisioning our community together begins by embracing
our shared Dakelh values of love, respect, connection,
generosity, honesty, peace, pride, and joy. As a nation, we all
carry forward the responsibility of teaching our cultural wisdom
and traditional customs to our children by involving them in
Balhats. Connected to each other and our traditional lands since
time immemorial, we row forward together as our ancestors
have done for us as one spirit, one mind, and one heart for today
and future generations to come.
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V4- We, the Stellat’enne recognize and acknowledge the obligation in our continuity
of cultural teachings, language, customs, knowledge, and Balhats to our younger
generation. We carry forward working together guided by the wisdom of our Elders,
strength of our matriarchs, and knowledge of our leaders while caring for the lands
and waters the Creator gave us the responsibility over in our traditional territory. We
are proud to say these interconnected relationships and ways of being have
nourished and sustained our nation since time immemorial. Together, we move
toward realizing our vision as a living, breathing statement, and who we are as a
resilient people. We will continue doing our best work together and adjust our vision
statement as necessary so all our members may grow, thrive, and support one
another in a safe community where everyone is treated with care and respect well
into the future.
*As of April 9, 2020, version 4 was determined to be the winner with 71.5% of all votes tallied
from our February visit and 2 Facebook posts. 2nd place with 22.88% was version 3. Version 1
had 5.72%, and version 2 did not register a single vote. *
As planning practitioners, our part in this process was to carefully create meaning based on all the
words and thoughts we gathered. The vision statement creates a foundational space for agency,
shared meaning, and mutual understanding created by the community. In addition, the statement
gives Stellat’en members a narrative to guide and instruct them along their path forward and what it
takes to get there.
Stellaquo is certainly a community of heart. Love is deeply embedded in the stories, memories, and
hearts of community members. At one of our small group meetings, a touching story of community,
sharing, care, and love was shared. With permission of the community member, this is their story:

“There was a time when us as kids would always be playing outside
all day long. In those days, mom was always cooking something in
this big pot she had. Sometimes it was mush for breakfast,
sometimes it was soup for lunch, sometimes she would be cooking
with it outside, but she always had something in that pot. She
always made sure there was more than enough to feed the kids. All
of us and sometimes kids from across the rez, whoever was playing
together with us on any given day, were asked to come and have
something to eat with us. She didn’t believe in sending kids away if
they were hungry and often invited them to stay. Mom always made
sure there was enough food to go around. To this day, I have that
pot. It is a very special heirloom of the family, and I can’t remember
or tell you how many people ate out of that pot with us, but what I
can tell you is the community was fed by that pot.” RL
*Mom in this story was our grandmother because she was raising us*
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Community Skills Inventory
As mentioned in the ‘Recommendations’
section put forth by Cody and Michelle, one of
our tasks this year was to create a Community
Skills Inventory. The need for this tool was
voiced by the CCP Advisory Committee, as
well as some other members, with the purpose
of creating a resource to refer to when
searching for particular skill sets and
promoting internal hiring practices. It is also a
way to celebrate all the talents, skills, and
accomplishments of community members.
Data collection for this project began with our surveys that we brought door-to-door and to our
other October events such as Bingo and our CCP Advisory Committee. There was a small section
that allowed for members to list some of their skills. However, when we switched tactics and retired
the survey, we required another method to gain input and so created small slips of paper that were
specifically for this initiative and brought them to all of our following engagements (small clan
gatherings, PG, Vancouver, etc.). Information requested included formal and informal skills, clan
membership, contact information and whether or not they would like to receive CCP updates via
email. The reverse side served as a space for open-ended comments/suggestions. Understanding
that not all members attended our gatherings, we also used SurveyMonkey to collect member
details and posted the link to the Stellat'en Facebook Page as well as emailed out invitations for
participation through our email list.
As data was collected it was then inputted into a word document, allowing for categories to naturally
emerge and enabling greater organization of diverse skill sets. In following suite with our focus areas
for community goals (flower diagram), these categories were then divided between Healing and
Community Wellness, Family and Social Conditions, Economic Development, Housing and
Community Infrastructure, Governance and Administration, Environment and Relationship to the
Land, and Cultural Vibrancy and Traditional Life.
One challenge with this document is accounting for all the new skills that community members
acquire as time passes. Allowing it to be an online database is one method for keeping it current,
but encouraging members to notify the CCP Coordinator with newly acquired skills is something
that has to become a part of community practices and awareness. Quarterly reminders by the CCP
Coordinator via email, Facebook, community meetings, and newsletters is recommended moving
forward.
(See Appendix, p. 97, for the Community Skills Inventory)
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Clan Membership Directory
In planning for the small clan gatherings, we were hopeful the band would have members’ clan
affiliations on file so that we could be sure to reach the community members needed when hosting
their specific clan. However, the band did not have this information. Recognizing that this could
be helpful in accomplishing one of the community-voiced desires of having more clan-affiliated
events/gatherings, we set out to incorporate clan-affiliation into our surveys and then into our
Community Skills Inventory slips and online survey. The result is a clan membership directory with
nearly one hundred Stellat’en members accounted for, including contact information (phone,
email, other, etc.) and place of residence. Nearly one hundred is certainly something to celebrate,
however, in view of the fact that Stellat’en has 549 members as of 2019, there is still work to
accomplish here and we will provide our CCP Coordinator with the support necessary to continue
to build the directory.
(See Appendix, p. 125)

Draft CCP

The draft CCP will serve as a template for next year’s students to polish off. It is the most
significant deliverable, accounting for all of the data we have collected, analyzed, and
condensed. It also includes the work Cody and Michelle accomplished alongside community
members in Year 1; Stellat’en FN history, timeline, salmon ‘wordle’, etc. The vision statement,
goals diagram, refined objectives and prioritized action-items are our contributions. We also
collected some old photos from a community member to incorporate into the document to give
it a “Stellat’en feel,” as recommended by Michelle and Cody. The Next year’s students will be
responsible for developing implementation strategies alongside the several affiliated
departments within the community.

(See Appendix, p. 180)
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Creative Piece
As part of the academic requirement, we are to complete a creative project for the community. The intention of
the creative project is to honour the relationships created and nurtured over the course of the year between
ourselves and community members. Both of us are visual artists and so we chose to do an acrylic on canvas
painting. We wanted the piece to reflect the importance of relationships to land, culture, governance, and
community.
An initial sketch of the piece was drafted to convey what we had learned thus far about what Stellat’en values as
a community. We represented the traditional governance system with five matriarchs, each representing one of
the five clans. We also wanted to capture the community’s relationship to the land and traditional practices and
so included Mouse Mountain, a community landmark close to Stellaquo, and a dugout canoe carrying all members
of the community. As previously mentioned, we enquired with the CCPAC as to whether they felt the creative
piece was appropriate in capturing the identity of the community. Aside from being advised to use ‘Red Rock’, a
sacred site to Stellat’en FN, in place of Mouse Mountain, the committee gave us permission to carry on with the
project.
To be sure the project appropriately reflected the community, Peter Luggi provided an old photograph that
accurately portrayed the traditional style of canoe used by Stellat’enne. It was also suggested to us to include
animals that had significant importance to Stellat’en community members and so, a moose, salmon, and an eagle
were added to the painting.
The title for the art project, “We Are Stellat’en,” was chosen to represent the community in a way where every
member can feel they own and are a part of everything in the painting. Stellat’en has complete liberty to use this
painting in any way they choose. It is our way of expressing our deepest respect for the community.
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Summary
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Challenges Encountered
Getting Started

Finding our footing as we were getting started certainly
challenged both of us. We had read through the capstone
report by Cody and Michelle, but still felt disoriented; not only
to Stellat’en’s CCP, but CCP in general. We had one afternoon
dedicated to CCP in our first year, and then an intensive course
with Will Trousdale (PLAN 503; Local Economic Development)
in September. Other content within SCARP suited Western
models of planning that didn’t necessarily seem applicable
within our community work. However clumsy our beginning
was, we managed to utilize a variety of resources to figure
things out, independently, allowing us an excellent learning
opportunity that encouraged problem solving, research skills,
and relationship-building through community members
helping us to create a complete story.

Fly-in, Fly-out Planning

Fly-in, fly-out planning is adventurous, but not exactly easy,
especially when we had very, very full days, trying to make the
most of our expensive trip north. Working in very tight quarters
with one another (i.e. living in the same house, driving around
in the same car, hosting engagements and meetings together)
is challenging for most co-working duos, especially when there
are performance pressures. For Chris, being away from his
family was challenging. For, Ren, having limited time for
integration and self-regulation was her challenge.

Generating CCP Interest in Community

We did our best with what we had available to us to invite
community members of all ages to our CCP gatherings. We
used social media, word of mouth, and posters to generate
awareness and encourage participation. Although we achieved
one of the best turnouts of all community initiatives since 2007,
we knew the overall attendance could have been higher. In
saying so, we recognized there were members who were busy
at work, away from the community, unaware of our gatherings,
have mobility issues, or had no access to a vehicle. We were
also aware of the fact that our presence and the few short
months we had to work with the community was not going to
be enough to overturn 150 years of oppressive colonial
influence. Moving forward, we wholeheartedly believe as long
as the community driven CCP is implemented and monitored
regularly, Stellat’en will have everything it needs in place to
succeed and thrive for generations to come.
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COVID-19

We haven’t experienced a global crisis like COVID-19 since the Second World War. Measures for
presenting the spread of this disease began to take effect mid-March, preventing us from any more
community visits, class times at WMAX (campus), or in-person work sessions with one another. For
Chris, he had to finish his degree while simultaneously parenting his children who were no longer in
school and needing attention. Ren’s housing situation changed drastically once a roommate came
home from overseas and had to quarantine herself.
It’s one thing to have some logistical complications arise, but a whole other to digest a changed
reality that has dark undertones. Taking time to keep up with the news, emotionally process not
being able to see your family and loved ones, and digesting the fact that we’re entering into a global
economic crisis are all immeasurably heavy realities to consume.
We also felt strange working on a capstone report in the midst of a world crisis. Was it really the
most important thing to be doing during unprecedented times? Could Stellat’en be using our help,
from a distance, in other ways? Jessie Hemphill, program supervisor, set up Zoom class conference
calls in which we could all gather virtually and check-in with one another; creating a heart-centred
space as is required in Indigenous planning and decolonizing work. The check-ins helped unite us as
a cohort and adapt our due dates accordingly.
Sadly, we were not able to follow through with the celebratory presentations hosted annually at
Musqueam. We were both looking forward to sharing our journey with the greater ICP community.
Presentations were adapted to be virtual and we were given the option to present or allocate a
heavier percentile towards our capstone report. With the uncertainties of COVID-19 and also some
personal events within one of our families, we decided to opt out of the virtual presentations knowing
that we would still have a chance to present in front of Stellat’en members closer to the end of April.
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Our ICP 2018 cohort in a Zoom
conference call, April, 2020

Reflections on Personal Planning Praxis
Chris

Having a community as a classroom has helped me engage, grow, and shape what will one day serve
as the foundation of my planning praxis.
Of all the classes, papers, videos, guests, songs, and community visits that I had the privilege to be
part of, meeting people where they are at has been a personal practice of mine for years! With regard
to partnerships, this tried, tested, and true way of creating meaning and understanding usually
delivers amazing results that complement the best talents and gifts everyone brings to the space.
This was affirmed to me while working with Stellat’en FN. Creating safe spaces to meet, share, and
learn from the stories between community members and myself gave us all a mutual sense of respect,
appreciation, and trust. Moreover, these values gave me the confidence to grow into my role as a
planner.
Growth to me, while working with others, means stepping outside of my comfort zone to make myself
vulnerable and exercise trust in another space to learn what I do not know. Not only is this a basic
method of how learning is done, but ‘learning by doing’ has made me more cognizant of what my
strengths are. It has also made me face my fear of failure and learn from my mistakes. While working
directly with the community, I realized that an area I need to work on is letting myself know it is okay
to step back and not carry more mental or emotional weight than I can handle. It is not an act of
selfishness, or ignorance, but rather a threshold I put in place for myself so I can still function and
work with others. Unfortunately, sometimes the threshold is not always so easy to see or feel.
In my work with Stellat’en, I have realized that regardless of how detailed and rigid a plan is, the
potential for it to be altered or changed last minute is always a possibility.
Therefore, it was necessary to have a secondary plan in place in the event the original one failed; this
has been an experienced reality on a few occasions! As a result, I have learned to be more ‘fluid’
when making plans. In this way, if there was a change of space, someone couldn’t make it, or a date
or time had to be rescheduled, my partner and I were able to adapt as necessary, ‘on the fly’, and
accommodate the changes to the initial plan as needed. I was okay with this. I had to be. By that, I
mean I accepted the fact that there were a lot of things going on in the community that were out of
my control- I could only do what I could with what I had.
I believe the education I received in Western and Indigenous spaces, meeting people where they
were at, accepting changes out of my control, creating mutual meaning through dialogue, and
knowing my strengths, weaknesses, and limits will go far in my practice as a planner. The key for me
is to make sure my praxis remains reflexive, adaptable, easy to understand, and open ended. Working
with Stellat’en and Ren gave me a glimpse into the future of what is possible when people gather
and work together. Because I lived and breathed this reality on a daily basis, I fully appreciate the
value I received out of this experience, and I am not ashamed in the slightest to admit I could not
have done this alone. A community made up of almost everyone I know held me up and kept me
going. Hiy hiy (Thank you) to all my relations for reminding me about the teachings of miskâsowin
(sounds like: mee-ska-soyn, and means, ‘to centre yourself and come from the heart’). Your love is
now forever a part of my bundle wherever I go as an oskâpêwos (sounds like: ō-ska-py-ōs, and means,
‘helper of people’). Tâpwê (sounds like: dap-way, and means, ‘acknowledging these words to be
true’).
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Ren
When you’re still in the whirlwind, it’s hard to find that quiet moment to really let this year sink
in. The COVID-19 pandemic certainly doesn’t facilitate reflective time, either. It has been a
month and a half of being glued to a computer for at least 8-hours a day. I now take a moment
to move from the mental and into the emotional.
It is with considerable weight that this year concludes. Not being able to celebrate in-person
leaves this chapter feeling incomplete. It seems surreal to think I might not be in Stellaquo for
quite some time, if at all. The relationships built with community members are ones I cherish
deeply and are also ones that have set a foundation for my planning practice moving forward.
They witnessed me shake off my non-Indigenous nervousness, seeing me settle into the humanto-human approach that feels most safe and comfortable. They held an arena for me to practice
effective and intentional community engagement and they were patient with mine and Chris’s
last-minute fumbling as we remembered last-minute details!
I also learned how to balance Western methods and tools alongside decolonial approaches;
understanding that both are effective, based on circumstance. Of course, this learning doesn’t
end, but I’ve certainly gained some experience and insight.
Ultimately, I have shed a lot of self-judgement. I have spent a number of years holding high
standards for myself of what it means to do my part in reconciliatory actions. And I have let my
white identity interfere with opportunities to put my toolbelt in action, afraid that I was, instead,
taking up space. Of course, it’s not always a clear line; determining what space is yours to take
and what space isn’t.
Before my time spent in Stellaquo, I saw it as a settler responsibility to support the Wet’suwet’en
blockades. The Unist’ot’en camp has been active for several years, however, it was this past
January that the protests exploded in waves of support across the country. I will always be in
favour of decolonizing practices, but I learned, again, that colonialism is complicated. The
protests created a polarizing divide across many of the Indigenous communities along the route.
The majority of those who voted are in favour of the pipeline going through their territory and
have negotiated Benefit Agreements that suit their community’s needs. Where is my place, as a
privileged individual with white skin, to suggest they are wrong for wanting a seemingly
straightforward and easy path out of colonial impoverishment?
Speaking with community members taught me to reserve my judgements and open my mind to
understanding the greater complexities at the community level. I still centre my planning praxis
in decolonial approaches, with the land and its beings a constant pillar, but I also know to keep
a flexible mind and an empathetic heart.
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Moving Forward: Recommendations
CCP Coordinator:

With the help of Michelle Baker as CCP Coordinator, we are able to carry-through some CCP
momentum throughout the spring (pending COVID-19). As mentioned above, a similar plan
was devised last year; Michelle and Cody had created a detailed work plan for the newly hired
CCP Coordinator, however, she was unable to fulfill the role due to personal circumstances.
This year, prior to COVID-19, Ren had offered to work part-time alongside Michelle throughout
the spring as she was going to be working nearby. The potential to continue with this plan is
still up in the air due to COVID-19, but if it falls through then we will certainly follow through
with a highly instructional and supportive work plan to aid Michelle in the next steps of the
CCP (as mentioned in the ‘CCP Coordinator’ section above).
An additional item we encourage Michelle and Adam to look into is creating a position of
‘Family and Social Conditions Coordinator’. It was difficult to determine who to speak to when
addressing this topic and we believe having someone hired for this position will aid in the
success of accomplishing action-items under this category.

ICP Students and CCP Year 3:

For the future ICP students completing the 3-year CCP process (How do we get there and
Have we arrived?) here are some suggestions to consider in your approach to working within
community:
1) Be aware of your limitations: Meeting and connecting with people does not always
happen in a mental space. Depending on the seriousness and depth of material
discussed in a shared space, some conversational content may trigger an emotional
reaction. For mutual safety, make a note of how far you are willing to engage the content
with participants before the meeting. This will help mitigate, but not eradicate, potential
tension that may arise from an emotional topic. Do not ask or propose anything you
cannot deliver on.
2) Suspend your assumptions: Do not assume you know more about the host community
than the residents. They truly are the experts in their community. Do your best to meet
people at their comfort level and listen critically and appreciatively to what they are
sharing with you. In order to establish dialogue, ask questions as a bridge between
meaning and understanding for yourself and community members. The same applies
when in doubt or in need of clarification. Moreover, do not hesitate to repeat back what
you heard as you want to ensure that you have understood their meaning
correctly. where they are coming from. As a good practice of ethics, ask community
members if they are okay with note-taking for later recall. Being transparent in your
actions will go a long way in establishing and sustaining a healthy working relationship
with the community.
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3) Be conscious of your actions: Remember to be present in everything you do with community
members. Aside from community spaces and classrooms sharing similar physical
characteristics of desks, whiteboards, and chairs, both may not operate in the same way.
Make yourself familiar and humbly approachable, learn and listen to the way people in the
community talk, what they share, and what they value. Be aware of how you communicate,
and whether what you are sharing is understood. Big, unnecessary words and fast talk are not
nearly as effective in community engagements as simplifying your speech, making eye
contact, and taking the time to ask your participants if they have any questions or comments.
This is your opportunity to make a true connection.
4) Come from the heart: People in the community will appreciate it if you share your [humble]
story and what your values are as a human being. Your story is a way to center yourself in the
work you are doing for the community. It is also an appreciable way to gain trust, establish
working relationships, and open channels of communication with the community.
In our last visit to the community in February, we were asked by a councillor what we could do to
appropriate the granted park lands back into the rightful possession of Stellat’en for use in the
development of Binta Lake Cultural Camp. Unfortunately, because the enquiry came near the end
of our work with Stellat’en, we suggested to the councillor that we would make the recommendation
for incoming students in September 2020 to follow up on their request. We also suggest that you
do whatever is within your abilities to support the Binta Lake Cultural Camp actualize- it has been a
community dream for a very long time.
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Conclusion

As a conclusion, we have a story we would like to share to inspire individual actions in accomplishing
goals, no matter how big they might be. It is one we shared in some of our community gatherings
to give context to our approach as planners and also inspire community input. Not only does it
encompass all the challenges and uncertainty we are sometimes faced with, it also gives us hope in
believing how this story could unfold when we are willing to work together. The point of this story
is, you are the creator of change.

Hummingbird Story
There was a time when the great forest was on fire and all the animals were chased
from their homes. The wolves, moose, bears, and all other four-legged creatures were
watching their homes turn to ash. All the animals heard the laughter of a raven
nearby. They asked the raven why he was laughing. He pointed his wing to a nearby
pond and instructed them to look closely. As all the animals were watching the pond,
they noticed a small bird with a narrow skinny beak appear over the pond. It was a
hummingbird! The hummingbird opened its little beak as it hovered over the pond
to gather one drop of water before flying off toward the great fire. All the animals
followed the raven’s eruption of laughter once they had seen the hummingbird open
its little beak over the fire before returning to the pond. Once back at the pond, the
laughter paused when the bear asked the hummingbird in a thunderous voice, “You
there! What do you think you’re doing?!” Just as the bear finished its question, the
animals burst into laughter once again. The hummingbird was unfazed and waited
until the laughter died down. The hummingbird flew high up over the pond where all
the animals could see. “You asked what I am doing?” the hummingbird asked the
bear. The bear grunted and nodded. The hummingbird replied, “I’m doing what I
can.”
Things may not align as intended but they will always come together in the way they
were meant to. Only when individuals do what they can, no matter how great the
result, will change happen.
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